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ABSTRACT
This researcher describes the characteristics of place...physical, cultural and
human...of a small Kentucky county and looks at the incidence of disease and dying
that occurred in that place in the last half of the nineteenth century. The impact of
death on particular subsets of the general population was given a closer evaluation.
Very young, females and the slave/Black communities were investigated individually.
The overall site and situation of all aspects of Trimble County, Kentucky were viewed
in an effort to support the notion that it is the manner in which man interacts with this
environment that causes disease and death and that is not the environment itself that
destroys human life.
Key Words: Place, disease, death, environment, specific populations, females, infants,
slave/Black, site, situation, human/land interaction, cultural baggage.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Records of historic populations can be of great use for many people for diverse
reasons. Genealogists search them for clues of their ancestors, historians glean from
them details of the past and geographers research them and ask, "Why there?" In order to
acquire a better sense of place and to more accurately assess our heritage and define our
cultural landscape it is often helpful for geographers to examine records pertaining to the
end of life of the populations who came before us. To make these determinations, many
studies have been undertaken using data obtained from tombstones and graveyards
(Maples 1993; Zelinsky 1994). Death records and mortality schedules go one step
beyond other sources and list more detailed information including cause of death and
race. With these facts, a better picture emerges of how a population lived (free or slave)
and died (peacefully in old age or tragically from a raging epidemic). In turn, this
information may help explain settlement patterns (perhaps an entire community wiped
out from cholera), account for school redistribution and business closures and the
ensuing economic impact (an outbreak of a deadly disease on the premises) and help
provide the answer to "Why there?"
This research explores the characteristics of place and reviews available death
records from a small Kentucky county (Figure 1). The association of place and cause of
death is evaluated. Details relating to the death of 976 individuals who died in Trimble
County, Kentucky between 1849 and 1894 are examined. A temporal and spatial
analysis is made of the cause of death using data recorded in the Mortality Schedules of
the census records of 1850, 1860 and 1870. Kentucky mandated death records of 1852-
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Figure 1. Trimble County, Kentucky.
Source: Kentucky Department of Highways
Division of Planning (1971). /
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1859, 1874-1878 and 1893-1894 are also utilized. Minorities-women, children and
Blacks-are given a more detailed examination.
While it is doubtful that Trimble County, Kentucky was a magnet for all diseases,
the question arises as to just which characteristics of place-cultural, human, biological
and physical-it did possess that supported disease proliferation resulting in significant
numbers of its residents to succumb. The physical uniqueness of place as well as human
and cultural attributes are multifaceted aspects that coalesce into a dynamic setting. It is
the various combinations of people, place and things and the results of their inter
connectivity that caused interest for this research.
Purpose
The paper assesses the degree to which Trimble County, Kentucky possessed
characteristics necessary to support most of the medical afflictions suffered in the mid-
nineteenth century American rural upper South.
In addition, the research evaluates the relationship between the general population
and place, death and disease as found in Trimble County and investigates the particular
influence of place on the well being of women, children and minorities. It is hoped that these
historical data may help in the development of simulation models that can be used in
evaluating conditions in currently developing areas. Such work may help to create a
framework for improvement whereby past mistakes, errors and misinformation may be
corrected for the betterment of today's populations.
Chapter II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The written word and information presented on the aspects of this research are
considerable. Some areas are expounded on in greater depth than others, but scientists
and interested observers have seen a link between place, disease, and death for thousands
of years. That some groups of individuals seem more affected than others has also been
puzzling. Conjecture over the precise nature of the link between these conditions,
however, has been varied and has evolved over time.
Place
The very definition of place itself has been debated in the literature. Is place just
the physical location — that is, a set of coordinates ~ or is it a mix of the cultural, human
and physical properties of a setting? If so, to what degree is each component identified?
Do any or all of these attributes of place have a bearing on health? With regard to the
link between health and place Bimal Paul (1994) writes that in Robin Kearn's article
"Place and Health: Towards a Reformed Medical Geography," the author "...uses place
in the sense of where a person fits in the world, where he/she feels they belong...." (505).
This view disregards what Paul feels are essential characteristics of place or region
"... location, spatial extent and boundaries..."(505). Also at odds with Kearn's views are
Jonathan Mayer and Melinda Meade (1994) who feel Kearns actually neglects the
place/health dimension that in fact "human...modification of the environment actually
creates disease" (104). Yi-Fu Tuan (1991, 684) argues that physical place would not
even have a cultural form without language...people communicating and discussing and
sharing ideas and information...making plans for the "...material transformation of
nature." That place means different things to different people serves to underscore the
role perception plays in unfolding the answer to "Why there?"
Place and Disease
As early as 400BC, Hippocrates, in Part 1 of his On Airs, Waters, and Places,
advised physicians and the populace alike with regard to health to exert caution and
consideration for possible ill effects of the seasons of the year, qualities of the waters
and influences of the situation of a city. These aspects of place and nature, he felt, had,
in mysterious combination, unexplained negative cause and effect on the health of
inhabitants.
Disease diffusion across geographic regions was also noted seventeen hundred
years later as the Plague and its devastation and progress from China. Its spread could be
mapped from place to place along the trade routes from Hopei province in the northeast
and on toward India, Syria, and Mesopotamia. In 1346, the plague laid waste to the
Crimea, scourged Italy and decimated the rest of Europe (Just 1999). Physicians knew
certain places had more disease and death than others even though they could not, with
scientific certainty, explain why. They speculated on bad vapors and misaligned stars.
In mid-nineteenth century London, John Snow's renowned research showed that
the cholera epidemic raging in the Soho district was traced directly to a single place. His
intense investigation revealed that the lone pump at the intersection of Cambridge and
Broad Streets was the source of the neighborhood's scourge. And his findings not only
indicated a single source/place for the infections but also demonstrated that cholera was
in fact a water-borne disease. This connection was further substantiated during a
subsequent cholera outbreak when a disease distribution map was made revealing the
6occurrence of cholera among residents who drank water drawn from the upper Thames
was less than the number of occurrences of cholera among residents who drank water
drawn from the lower Thames, below the discharge point for raw city waste (Just 1999).
This revelation of disease ecology marked a turning point in understanding the
significance of place and its link to disease.
Also in the mid-nineteenth century in the United States, physicians in Louisville,
Kentucky were noticing the preponderance of coincidence regarding the condition of
place and disease. In 1850, Drs. Lunsford Yandell and Theodore Bell published an
article in the Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery which reported "...intermittent
fever, dysentery, remittent fever, and cholera began to show themselves in the low, filthy,
or undrained localities" (2), whereas the clean and well-drained sections of the city had
fewer incidents of disease. Some observers had not yet included other factors such as
unclean drinking water in their list of possible links to disease but were beginning to see
a connection with the way humans interacted with the environment and the advent of
illness.
While many Kentucky city fathers and physicians of this period had also made the
association of place and disease, they were still clinging to the notion that the
troublesome aspect of place was related to fumes or vapors emanating from rotting
garbage and other matter which was responsible for illness (Baird 1974b). Thus, in the
hope of warding off epidemics of cholera they formed local boards of health and citizens'
groups to inspect their towns and supervise the cleanup (Baird 1974b). Only one local
doctor is reported to have questioned the "clean up" campaign as it related to disease. He
noticed that there were numerous unclean streets in Louisville yet these streets exhibited
no disease of epidemic proportions. But the majority of official 'thinkers' were still
laboring under the Miasma theory of disease causation, which Baird (1974, 237)
describes as a condition "...produced by filth, decaying vegetation, stagnate ponds,
marshy inlets, temperature variations, and even lightning were believed to have some
effect on the airborne gases that were said to cause cholera." These physicians assigned
much importance to a broad range of loosely defined "social factors" as the leading cause
of disease, a position Tesh (1999) argues against.
In addition to absolute location of place, relative location was also a factor.
Trimble County is located about half way between Louisville, a neighboring river town
about 50 miles downstream on the Ohio River, and Cincinnati, Ohio, located about 50
miles upstream. Both of these were large urban regional centers of commerce. Madison,
Indiana, a city with closer proximity to Trimble County, is located just a mile away
across the Ohio River. Though a smaller town than either Louisville or Cincinnati,
Madison and Trimble County share a high volume of daily interaction. The significance
of this proximity is noteworthy, according to central place theory, as conditions in such
places as Louisville, Madison, and Cincinnati, as well as other neighboring towns, were
relevant to the disease ecology of Trimble County. Specifically, illnesses that affected
the larger places trickled down to the tributary areas as commerce and other human
interaction occurred between and among the regional sites.
While the movement of people and products has been tagged as the "most potent
factor" in the emergence of disease (M. Wilson 1995a, 1), other ingredients are needed to
sustain and further spread disease. "Social, economic, political, climatic, technologies
and environmental factors ..." (M. Wilson 1995a) as well as personal cultural baggage
and other elements are also players and hold part of the answer to the place/disease
question "Why there?"
The physical attributes of place, such as temperature variations, humidity,
duration of seasons, severity of seasons, soil conditions, topography, accessibility,
moisture, site, situation and the like, were all variables affecting the quality and quantity
of human life for early settlers. For example, diseases that have "environmental
limitations" or are spread by particular "animal hosts" may not adapt to all surroundings
...i.e., yellow fever must have a particular mosquito population to spread, and the
mosquito requires moist/wet conditions to sustain its gestation cycle (M. Wilson 1995a).
In addition, some diseases require warm temperatures to proliferate. When temperatures
are out of the support range, the problem disease disappears. Thus, it appears that, in this
regard and circumstance, place may have a superior role in sustaining and proliferating
disease.
Cultural Aspects
The cultural traits of the overall human population may also have had input
regarding the rise, fall and spread of disease. The diverse ethnic backgrounds of settlers
of the mid nineteenth century may have created situations whereby neighbors or entire
settlements were at odds-wittingly or not-with each other within the given overall
community. One ethnic or cultural group may have had fastidious sanitary practices but
another may not have been overly concerned with proper waste disposal. With the spread
of a number of diseases linked to poor sanitation, the unheathful habits of one group
could thus impact the larger community. Medical practices and regional folk remedies
also may have varied to a degree that put other area residents at risk for illness (Gesler as
9reviewed by Cromley 1992). Cromley (1992) points out in her review of Wilbert
Gesler's The Cultural Geography of Health that the interface of religious and legal issues
in regard to aspects of health as practiced by diverse cultures is an area to be considered
when evaluating outbreaks and spread of disease. Cromley considers (1992, 710)
"Transferability of health care practices from one culture to another..." an issue of
extreme concern, for in some situations the treating, not treating, or even the method of
treatment may vary in such a way as to be either illegal from culture to culture or
particular practices may be found to be religiously inflammatory to various segments of
cohabiting cultures.
Disease and Location
A number of individual illnesses have been the focus of specific research directed
at a link with the environment. Pyrs Gruffudd (1995, 51) examined the relationship
between consumption and the environment and noted that Welsh planners in the early
part of the twentieth century felt there was a clear link between "... poor surroundings
(which) caused poor physical, mental and even moral health." Nancy Baird (1974a, 228-
237) wrote two excellent research papers detailing site and situation links to outbreaks of
cholera in the 1800s in Kentucky. Research by Dr. Sonia Arbona and Shannon Crum
(1996, 1) mapped the distribution of cholera in Peru and rates the association of poverty
and poor water sources linked with the places the poor live. Scarlet fever was primarily a
childhood (ages 4-8 years) disease that ravaged many regions in the 1800s. Dr. Jerry
Balentine, D.O. reports that the scarlet fever organism "is able to survive in extreme
temperatures and high humidity...and the geographical distribution...favors tropical
climates and occurs mainly in the fall and in temperate climates" (2000, 1). Moreover, a
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crowded setting-a school or similar congregation-enhances transmission probabilities as
well. Typhoid fever was another dreaded medical menace that killed large numbers of
the population in previous generations. Standard medical advisories listed developing
countries and polluted water sources as the principle origin of this potentially fatal
disease. Yellow fever, malaria and encephalitis, diseases that have caused millions of
deaths worldwide, are scourges that depend on mosquito borne organisms for
transmission. Any place where water collected was a place for potential mosquito
breeding. Remarkably adaptive, the mosquitoe's geographic distribution, and therefore
its range of harm, is nearly global (Nielsen 1979). As a result of the mosquitoes'
pervasive and deadly nature, reports and articles abound detailing conditions of place that
have supported proliferation of these vector-borne diseases (Nielsen 1979; Henderson
1978).
Place, Disease, and Specific Populations
Females
By today's standards, the life of most of the pioneers and early settlers of this
country was difficult at best. Each gender had its own burden to bear. Many men were
engaged in arduous manual labor. Many females did likewise, plus bore the children and
kept the home as well. Yet, historical records reveal that the females generally lived
longer than their male contemporaries (Weeks 1992). However, Weeks goes on to
explain that while female longevity "...is widespread, it is not quite universal" (176).
This qualification, "...not quite universal...", can be supported by reference to the
section on Infants (17) which lists evidence of substantial gender bias against female
infants in particular. Thus, besides biological strengths or weaknesses, also operating on
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the outcome of length of life are 'social factors.' In cultures where females are
dominated by males, females are less likely to outlive men but in more egalitarian
cultures females surpass male life expectancy by a significant margin (Weeks 1992). The
rational for this increase being that as females gain independence they also gain
knowledge which enhances their chances to a better life and health. Near the end of the
study period for this paper, females in the United States in general were living about two
years longer than males. How that strategy of longer female life span compared to the
status of gender differentiated life expectancy in Kentucky in particular and in mid-
nineteenth century Trimble County specifically is not known but Weeks (1992)
concludes that the numbers and logic for female life expectancy dominance are universal.
Infants
Infant mortality has been a measure of the success of a culture for untold
generations. The joy and nurturing of a child is nearly spiritual to many and the death of
a child is devastating. When premature death takes not just one but dozens and dozens of
young children and infants, society notices (Stone 1987). To examine such infant
mortality, the Princeton European Fertility Project examined data from nineteenth
century Pans. Weeks (1992) (citing Scrimshaw 1978; Simmons et al 1982; Cherfas 1980
and Sussman 1977) summed their work and suggested that the determination from this
report was that those unable to control their fertility and the resulting unwanted large
families went the way of controlling the mortality of their offspring by 'selective
attention.' This method of 'control' suggests that the parent or parents provided reduced
amounts of food and engaged in "selective inattention to health needs" (Weeks 1992,
181) of the unwanted child. Surprising as it may seem, even over 150 years ago more
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and more women were working outside the home and less willing or able to care for their
young, and often numerous, children. Before the advent of prepared formulas, mothers
wanting freedom from nursing their infants hired a 'wet' nurse who took the child into
her home for several months duration. The conditions in these 'rent-a-mom' homes were
often deplorable and the infant mortality of the babies left in such care often exceeded
200 deaths per 1,000 live births (Weeks 1992).
Not only does 'selective treatment' affect all infants but Prof. Mahmoud Fathaila
(1998) suggests that females in particular are at greater risk for premature death at the
hands of those individuals or cultures who prefer male children. As we shall see in the
case of Trimble County, dozens of infants and young children—some with gender
"Unknown"-died between birth and age five years with the cause of death listed
"Unknown" as well. While not suggesting that 'selective treatment' was at work here,
such a possibility does exist and certainly supports the influence of culture on place.
Refuting the excessive 'female bias' notion relating to infant mortality when
associated with impoverished conditions is Prof. Barbara Miller (1994) who writes that
poorer societies do not necessarily favor female children to receive ill treatment if, in
fact, they are so inclined to that behavior in the first place. Instead, she reports that it is
the more affluent groups (in her report the wealthy sections of northwestern India) who
seek male dominant offspring numbers. In addition, the issue of discrimination against
female infants has been a recognized problem in China for "the past several thousand
years" (Mulley 1999). In this case, the selective bias appears across all socioeconomic
strata.
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In the case of the study population, not all Trimble County data were reported.
Evaluation of absolute trends such as 'selective treatment' cannot be ascertained for not
only were pieces of information such as gender and age missing from death data but also
it is highly suspect that since informing authorities of a death was not legally required, a
substantial number of deaths occurred without any sort of record being noted. This result
was perhaps especially true in the case of very young infants whose presence had not
been circulated in the community and whose identity and demise may not have evoked
feelings of illegality ... a circumstance fostered possibly by cultural bearing.
The particular issue of seasonal infant mortality in London, England in the late
1800s was investigated by Graham Mooney (1994). He discovered an inordinate number
of infant deaths occurred in the warm months or third quarter of the year. His research
confirmed that a connection existed between July, August and September and "over
crowed housing conditions (surrogate for place) with poor sanitation" and that these were
"important elements for explaining the level of post-neonatal mortality" (Mooney 1994,
172). The disease Mooney's research found to be of greatest consequence to infants of
less than a year was diarrhea related. Under the influence of warm temperatures, this
condition was spread by hoards of flies that were supported by unsanitary conditions
found in the poorer areas. While characteristics of large populations of flies, warm
temperatures, increased illnesses and high infant mortality rates were noted in certain
places, it was not the place itself that caused the health problems but rather how the
human population dealt with the physical conditions of place and its environment that
resulted in disease proliferation. However, in the late 1800s, place and disease was an
association still in the embryo stage of discovery and acceptance.
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It has also been demonstrated that education played a strong role in infant
mortality rates (Mooney 1994). A reasonable assumption is that more education will
lead to more income and thus a higher economic standing and an ensuing higher ability
to provide for the children of a household (Mooney 1994). Better education was also
thought to provide the ability to achieve better decision making relating to the best course
for healthy daily living. Concerns about high infant mortality rates and impoverished
unenlightened mothers in some areas of London during the mid to late 1800s were at
such an elevated level that "sanitary" inspectors were sent out to evaluate homes where
children lived and to instruct residents on proper feeding procedures and personal and
home hygiene (Mooney 1994).
Thus, from the literature, we see that instances of high infant mortality were not
only associated with harmful human-land interaction (poor sanitation management,
vectors, heat tolerance) but were also colored by apparently damaging cultural attitudes
and practices (poverty, education, gender bias) as well. All factors, which if culminated
in an inappropriate arrangement, related adversely to child mortality.
Slaves/Blacks
Studies on the effects of place and disease on specific groups of individuals
abound in the literature. Cultural and physical environments each play a part in disease
ecology. In most societies with a diverse ethnic/racial mix, one group is dominant over
the other(s) resulting in lower and in some instances much lower social and economic
opportunities for the subordinate group (Weeks 1992). With subordination usually
comes less opportunity for good things and greater opportunity for bad things, (i.e.,
education and healthcare vs. hard work and suffering). The practice of slavery certainly
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placed slaves/Blacks in a subordinate position, and the results of the conditions
associated with that institution support the theory that subordination relates to diminished
opportunity.
The long-supported though now revoked theory of the supremacy of
'environmental determinism' has been debated in numerous writings. The issue of
"racial constitutions and regional environments"... that is, does an existing physical
environment (place) cause disease or does the immune response of an individual or
specific type of individual carry responsibility for an illness (W. P. Anderson 2000). To
explore that notion, Jeffery Young (1993) investigated the logs of a Civil War era
plantation and the owner's notations about the birth and death rate of 'his blacks' as well
as white residents in the low water back country. As was the prevalent thinking of that
era, the owner appeared predisposed to judging 'inferior race' as the cause of illness and
premature deaths as opposed to suspecting the overall circumstances of the individual
involved—both physically and environmentally.
Other Ethnic Groups
Referring to mortality tendencies in other ethnic groups, Weeks (1992) states that
among ethnic groups sharing the same community or regional space -- such as the
entrepreneurially successful Parsis sect in India or the close proximity and interaction of
the Arabs and Jews in Israel -- the group with the higher economic status has in the past
and will no doubt continue to have greater life expectancy (citing United Nations 1953;
Axelrod 1990 and Israel Central Bureau of Statistics 1990).
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Chapter III
DATA
Few historical records exist that are both temporally and spatially consistent to
allow for the examination of diffusion processes at the micro-level (J. Wilson 1993).
Records of the demise of residents of Trimble County follow this pattern. They are
sparse. The government of the Commonwealth of Kentucky kept no birth or death
records prior to 1852. Historical data on the place and cause of death can provide a
measure of the health and well being of those occupying different geographical, social
and ecological settings (J. Wilson 1993). Recognizing the need for such information, the
Kentucky General Assembly passed a law in January 1852 requiring the Auditor's Office
assessors to record births, deaths and marriages every year as they assessed property for
taxes. The office did not do a good job as it was felt to be too much work and as well as
burdensome. The law was repealed in 1862. Several additional attempts were made
during this general period to mandate that counties keep such records for the state. They,
too, failed. Thus, during the second half of the nineteenth century only a smattering of
records survived. A few districts took it upon themselves-independent of the state-to
record such data. Trimble County was not one of those entities.
Among the data for Trimble County that do exist is a ledger, now housed in the
vault at Bedford Loan and Deposit Bank, that lists the purchaser of burial plots in the
Independent Order of Odd Fellows (I.O.O.F.) cemetery-Trimble County's largest burial
ground-located in the county seat of Bedford. This volume lists plot size and the manner
of payment as well as the burial date and name of the deceased; but not cause of death.
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According to Violet Jennings (Sept. 1999), president of the Trimble County
Historical Society, more detailed records were kept by an early (pre-1900) mortuary but
were burned by a subsequent undertaker's wife. The wife is said to have felt records that
old were no longer of use and were in the way. Hence the remaining records were
removed to the bank for safekeeping. It is revealed, however, in the second edition of the
Trimble County Cemetery Book that there were hundreds of known burials in the
I.O.O.F. and Moffett cemeteries for which no stone or official record exists. Most of the
information concerning these undocumented burials comes from obituaries, family
histories and other unofficial data. While most of these marginally recorded interments
were dated in the years following the period for this research, the predisposition to
conduct end of life ceremonies and activities in this fashion can be assumed to be a long
standing habit that was, therefore, also the 'way to go' between 1849 and 1894.
Burial sites and tombstones-what data do they give forth? The study of location
of death by cause has a long history (J. Wilson 1993). Due to the onerous travel
conditions in much of Trimble County, place of burial was very often quite near the place
of death. Some details concerning death may be found in books that inventory
cemeteries. Of the gravestones that have actually been located in the county, two
Trimble County cemetery books have been published which record the names and other
pertinent data of the deceased. Cause of death is not among those facts. And the burial
site itself, what information does it reveal? The national average for distribution of
cemeteries is 3.3 per 100 square miles (Zelinsky 1994). At 9.6 per 100 square miles,
Kentucky has one of the highest concentrations of named cemeteries in the United States
(Zelinsky 1994).
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Trimble County helps contribute to that standing by counting 105 named
cemeteries within its borders (Trimble County Cemetery Book Revised 1998) (Figure 2).
That figure represents nearly three-quarters of a cemetery for every square mile... almost
70 per 100 square miles. They are every where... some large and notable others but a
single stone. Only through perseverance and the efforts of a dedicated few is the location
handed down to us concerning the final resting place of hundreds of the area's early
settlers. With burials at so many scattered sites, centralized record keeping was not
likely and data on why they died and other associated information are extremely
fragmented if they exist at all.
Also notable among missing data forms is specific documentation concerning the
final resting place for the county's Black population. There is no cemetery or even
section of a cemetery designated "Colored," as was seen in other older cemeteries of the
period. Only in several of the various genealogy papers written about early Trimble
County residents is the fact eluded to that "Blacks are reported to be buried in this
family's plot." And noted in the latest published cemetery volume (1998) is a section
labeled "Known burials but no stone." A portion of those listed in this volume also carry
the notation "Of Color." Hundreds of slaves, and later free Blacks, resided in Trimble
County in the latter half of the 1800s, yet scanty, fragmented data are all that remain to
record their final resting places. The 1850 Census listed 941 slaves in Trimble County.
The 1860 Census reported 831 slaves while the 1870 Census listed only 456 "Free
Colored," a decline due in part to death and out migration. (Collins 1966). But it seems,
however, that the "Why?" and "Where?" of the ending of their lives may never be known.
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TRIMBLE COUNTY
KENTUCKY
Figure 2. Cemeteries: '' r
 Y
Trimble County, Kentucky.
Source. Kentucky Department of Highways
Division of Planning (197 I)
Adapted by Author
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Also in the "With No Stone" section are references to a number of infants and
young children. As noted in Maples and Anderson (1995), a large number of deaths and
burials of children are underrepresented in many records in general and the same appears
to apply to Trimble County in particular.
Yet another piece of missing data revealing facts about Trimble County is a
segment of a county map series produced for the entire state. The 1882 Lake Atlas by D.
J. Lake is missing the map of Trimble County. According to the head librarian of the
Trimble County library in Bedford, Trimble was the only one of Kentucky's counties
then in existence NOT to have a map created (Ginn 1999). No explanation was offered.
The Lake atlas series was a well prepared sixty-eight page early cartographic work.
Individual residents' homes were mapped along with the name of the head of household
and other revealing demographic data. Thus linking the surname of a deceased person
with a residence surname on the map would have been an excellent way to map the
distribution of the diseases that afflicted and killed the individuals of the study
population.
With no specialized map and no complete death records, school data and, in
particular, School Census Records were utilized to locate spatially at least the families
who had school age children for the time frame of this study. Using information from
History of Education in Trimble County by Georgia Nellie Chandler Cobb (1952), a list
was compiled showing the names of the schools in existence at the time along with the
surnames of the families whose children were assigned to attend each school. A
reassociation was then made inking the surnames of the school districts' families with the
surnames of the death victims. This method assumes that over time, that same
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association prevailed, that is, no family change of address occurred. Only the surnames
found in the Cobb thesis were used. Thus the name of a deceased resident whose
surname was not found in the Cobb work could not be matched with a school and thus
could not be spatially linked.
This list of "surname/school district/over time" tabulation is acknowledged to be
incomplete, and it is not known if a comprehensive list exists. Due to these gaps in the
data available, the resulting map enhancement and visual representation of the
distribution of the diseases herein discussed demonstrates in only a general way the
distribution of death and its causes. The intent is to show at least a presence or absence
of a locational trend in disease and death occurrence.
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Chapter IV
PLACE
Place is the platform upon which geographic discourse rests. Location of place,
characteristics of place, movement to and from place, human interaction with place, and
region of place are the elements that define place. However, varying interpretations and
perceptions of place abound. For example, "Place is identified in terms of the
relationships between physical environmental characteristics, such as climate,
topography and vegetation and such human characteristics as economic activity,
settlement and land use" (Bednarz 1994, 31). The Kentucky Geographic Alliance (1995)
adds to that definition by stating, "Place—Physical and Human Characteristics: All places
on the earth have distinctive tangible and intangible characteristics that give them
meaning and character and that distinguish them from other places" (2). Thus, Trimble
County has its own set of spatial and special place characteristics.
Physical Setting
Trimble County, Kentucky, encompassing roughly one hundred fifty square miles,
(about 100,000 acres, Whitaker), is a sm&W place fourth smallest of Kentucky's 120
counties (Powell 1989, 59). Situated in the northwestern part of the state in the Outer
Bluegrass, or Knobs Region, Trimble is bounded on the north and west by 21 miles of the
Ohio River. Carroll, Henry and Oldham counties border Trimble on the east and south.
Part of the Great Interior Plain and centered at 38° 25' N latitude and 85°20'W
longitude, Trimble County is in the northern reaches of a Cfa, or humid subtropical
climate zone, a situation which sustains fertile fields suited to productive general
farming. This climate type is endowed with ample and well distributed rainfall which
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averages 45 inches yearly (55 percent falling between April and September), high
humidity (60 percent mid-day average), no monthly average temperature below 32°F and
at least one month averaging above 65°F (Bladen 1984; Whitaker 1992). Long, hot
summers with temperatures in the 90s, southerly winds, and sunny conditions 65 percent
of the time are common (Schmieder 1970; Whitaker 1992).
Trimble County is also characterized by river valleys and uplands that are broken
and hilly (Trimble folder, N.D.). Rising to an elevation of 970 feet above sea level and
running generally north and south through the county is a broad ridge that nearly divides
the county in half. To the east of the ridge runs the Little Kentucky River, which drains
Daughtery, Buck and Carmen creeks. Streams on the west side of the ridge, Catnip,
Spring Creek, Corn Creek, Middle Creek, Patton's Creek and Barebone, flow directly
into the Ohio River (Trimble folder, N.D.).
Though substantially dissected by these streams, Trimble County has sufficient
fertile and tillable land to provide a sound agricultural base which is its main economic
resource. High in limestone content and alluvial deposits, its rich bottomlands and fertile
uplands yield abundant crops of tobacco, corn and orchard products as well as hogs and
cattle. Small farms, averaging about eighty acres, dominated in the nineteenth century
(Trimble folder, N.D.). The favorable climate encouraged good agricultural output,
enabling early residents to enjoy uniform but modest living standards (Trimble folder,
N.D.).
The underlying physical components that support these conditions were formed
dunng the geologic Silurian and Ordovician Ages which occurred 440 to 500 million
years ago during the Paleozoic Era (Figure 3) (Geology 1999). These periods were eras
KENTUCKY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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Figure 3. General Geology of Kentucky.
Source: Kentucky Geological Survey (1979).
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of warm climatic conditions and prolific marine life including the first invertebrates.
The skeletons of these animals were laid down in the brackish sea water then covering
this region and over time, and with heat and pressure, they evolved into the sedimentary
limestone rock that now appears though out most of the Bluegrass region. The outer
portion of the Bluegrass also was underlain with deposits of shale, which reacted to
weathering in a different manner than limestone resulting in the interspersed highly
dissected sections of Trimble County.
Also over time, the earth's surface was in motion. The force of the movement of
the earth's plates caused uplifting along some parts of the plates. Trimble County's land
mass is part of one of those resulting bulges called the Cincinnati Arch. The result of this
uplifted arch was that the very old subsurface rocks, through erosion, became exposed.
The upward push of the land mass also resulted in the region having a northward tilt,
causing its rivers (Kentucky and Little Kentucky) to flow in this uncommon direction.
Most of Trimble County's land area was covered by the southern-most extent of
glacial drift from the last Ice Ace. As a result of this inundation, remnant igneous and
metamorphic rocks may be occasionally found, having been scoured from the Canadian
Shield, pushed southward by the advancing glacial till, and deposited in melt-water
streams. Interestingly, among the errant debris, it has been reported that small diamonds
and possibly gold have been unearthed (W. H. Anderson 1999). Other rock types found
include a quantity of quality marble (metamorphic limestone), and by 1870, mining
operations were underway near Corn Creek in western Trimble County. The marble had
been deemed of sufficient quality to support a modest quarry operation and a companion
vein of the Conchillic marble was located directly across the Ohio River in southern
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Indiana, (Collins 1966).
Soils. The soils with which the Trimble County residents interacted and that
supported their agricultural interests were rich, limestone based, and laden with generous
amounts of alluvial deposits from the last Ice Age. As a result of these geologic and
climatic activities, the soils with which the Trimble County residents interacted were
rich. The distribution of these soils is divided into six basic units by the National
Conservative Soil Survey (Whitaker 1992, 13). Most of these soil types are a loamy/clay
mix and are perhaps one of the more attractive attributes of place that drew settlers to
Trimble County.
Figure 4 represents not only the soil-type distribution but is also a good
illustration of the dissected nature of Trimble County. Ridge tops are shown primarily in
yellow shades with the down slopes and valleys seen in light blue and jutting up into the
landmass of the county like outstretched fingers. It is up and down these finger-like
valleys that many of the residents of the study area lived.
Water and Sanitation. During the mid 1800s, the water supply in the county was
obtained from springs or creeks. Some cisterns and wells were dug as time went on and
did provide quality water, but there was no running water or "city water" with uniform
good quality until the mid 1950s...nearly 100 years later. Outside privies, summer and
winter, were the standard accommodation. Even within the two-story county high school
built about 1910, there was still no water supply and, thus, no inside plumbing.
Along with no running water in the county, there was also no sewage system. Out
houses that drain downed the back of properties into one of the numerous creeks, then on
to the next larger waterway and on out of the county were the norm. Cobb (1952)
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Figure 4.
Each area outlined on this m;
more than one kind of soil. The map is thus
meant for genera/ planning rather than a basis
for decisions on the use of specific tracts.
SOIL LEGEND
FAIRMOUNT-WOOLPER-BRASSFIELD: Gently sloping to very steep,
shallow, moderately deep, and very deep, well drained soils that have a
clayey or loamy subsoil; on hillsides, bluffs, and foot slopes
CINCINNATI-RYKER-BEASLEY: Gently sloping to moderately steep,
very deep and deep, well drained soils that have a loamy or clayey
subsoil; on ridgetops, shoulder slopes, and hillsides
FAYWOOD-FAIRMOUNT-LOWELL: Gently sloping to very steep,
shallow to very deep, well drained soils that have a clayey subsoil; on
ridgetops, shoulder slopes, and hillsides
BEASLEY-NICHOLSON: Gently sloping to moderately steep, deep
and very deep, well drained and moderately well drained soils that
have a clayey or loamy subsoil; on ridgetops, shoulder slopes, and
hillsides
WHEELING-HUNTINGTON: Nearly level to moderately steep, very
deep, well drained soils that have a loamy subsoil; on stream terraces
and flood plains
NOLIN-WOOLPER-ELK; Nearly level to moderately steep, very deep,
well drained soils that have a loamy or clayey subsoil; on flood plains,
alluvial fans, foot slopes, and stream terraces
Compiled 1990
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discussed the site and situation of numerous early nineteenth-century schools in
Trimble County and noted that it was not uncommon for toilet facilities to be altogether
lacking at the schools. The rationale was that being that 'going to the bathroom' was not
related to learning the 3Rs, therefore there was no need to solicit money to build a toilet.
The resulting scenario must have required letting "Mother Nature" call where she may.
From this outline it is easy to see that from just the schools' 'contribution,' diseases that
could be spread by contaminated water were, and therefore, easily proliferated. But
however primitive, the sanitation habits in Trimble County were not out of the norm for
the period, and the importance of better sanitation practices was noted in numerous
medical journal articles of the time (Yandell 1850).
Towns and Settlements
In the study period, Trimble County counted two towns and a number of hamlets
and settlements within its boundaries. In 1850, Bedford recorded a population of 285
and Milton's population was nearly the same. Although no resident totals were recorded,
the settlements of Gum, Carmel, Trout, Winona, Mt. Pleasant, Abbott, Ewingsford and
Corn Creek were shown on an early map (Figure 5) and represent early population
clusters. In addition to these communities, 31 more named districts were shown in a
publication by the Trimble County Historical Society (1880 Trimble County Census,
cover) (Figure 6). So many communities confined to approximately over 100,00 acres
(Whitaker 1992) suggests that there was one settlement located about every 3.6 miles.
While not "just next door" such proximity created the opportunity for connectivity not
only within the micro area but also, as needs arose, between an ever-enlarging circle of
population. Many of these locations were just 'store-school-church' crossroads, but more
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Trimble County Heritage
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Trimble County Historical Society
Early Settlements of Trimble County. Kentucky.
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Trimble County, Kentucky
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Figure 6. Communities of Trimble County, Kentucky.
Source: "1880 Census Trimble County, Kentucky"
Trimble County Historical Society (1990).
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than a dozen of these sites were also designated Post Offices. The mail was delivered
twice weekly, usually to the hamlet store for further pickup and distribution (Trimble
1989). Though the settlements were somewhat scattered, the entire Trimble County
community was mobile, and contact and interchange occurred all up and down the ridge
tops and creek beds. The speed of the interchange was relative to the mode of transport,
but news of what was happening in the far reaches of the world eventually made its way
to this out-of-the-way setting. The diseases of the world, from Europe to New Orleans to
Louisville to Cincinnati, found their way to Trimble County as well and the opportunity
for infection reached every nook and cranny of the county.
Movement to Trimble County was largely by river traffic during the late 1800s.
Riverboats plying the Ohio River and carrying people, mail, livestock, equipment, and
other supplies would stop at one of the several dozen naturally accommodating landings
(Appendix C) that dot the county's shoreline (Scott 1999). These ports helped bring the
world, including its diseases, to Trimble County. Reaching Trimble was not a problem.
It was the ensuing overland intra-county movement that proved difficult. To reach many
inland parts of the county required a rough wagon ride or horseback trek up rugged creek
beds (Edwards 1950). From Wise's Landing, for example, the distance from the river up
the creeks along Bare Bone to the crest was about seven miles (Kaukas 1961). Other
river to ridge treks had similar distances.
From the ridge top, vestiges of old Indian forest trails evolved to provide intra-
county and outbound travel with three main routes: 1) from Bedford north to Milton and
then down a steep hillside to the Ohio River and a ferry ride across to Madison, Indiana;
2) east from the town of Bedford, winding down the ridge toward Campbellsburg in
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Henry County and, in later years, train service; or 3) a slow descent southward past Sligo
and then toward La Grange in Oldham County and on to Louisville (Trimble folder,
N.D.). Branching from these larger arteries were numerous smaller county transport
routes, mainly creek-side paths, ruts or trails, but few, if any, crow-county routes have
been reported as such a connection would involve arduous 'ridge hopping.' With these
conditions, much of Trimble remained remote or at least semi-isolated. While the terrain
sounds prohibitively rugged, it was, however, manageable and interaction did take place
between the settlement pockets-physicians called and products went to market (Edwards
1950).
Early Settlement
Against a backdrop of physical characteristics are found the human players who
blend culture with place. Dick Edwards (1950, 11), in his personal genealogy work,
Goode, Cook and Gatewood Families of Trimble County., Kentucky, describes the early
pioneer families. He states:
The pioneer families that settled in this section of Kentucky which
became Trimble County were principally descendants of early Scotch and
Irish yeoman who had migrated west from the valleys and foothills of
Virginia, Maryland and western Pennsylvania. They were a sturdy,
fearless lot endured to hardships and suited life on the frontier. Among
them was a mixture of gentry, some of English origin (11).
In the formative decades of the county, the residents of Trimble were parceled
into small communities or enclaves. Many locales had the designation "ridge,"
"bottom," "landing" or "creek," intensifying the association of people to place.
Something may be interpreted about the settlers' conscious choice of location (Knopp
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1999). Perhaps they carried lingering cultural baggage handed down from their forebears
who also lived in hills and valleys and who themselves reacted with little knowledge or
concern for health risks associated with the location of a home. One such ethnic
community was situated along the Ohio River north of Milton and extended along the
river toward Carroll County. Hunter's Bottom was settled with families of German
origin. Families with surnames such as Sachleben and Shimfessel, Buhlig, Hotfil and
Obertate were common in the area and those so named lived and worked in this narrow
but fertile strip of river bottomland. Conversations with surviving octogenarian Trimble
County residents Rebecca Parson (1999), Virginia Craig (1999), Marie Taylor (1999),
and Clara Scott (1999) reveal that this was a close-knit community of hard working,
frugal and successful farmers. Many early settlers among this group were born in
Germany. The 1850 Census for Trimble County counts 70 such German born residents.
First and second generation American-bora members of this group helped make a sizable
community that remained largely autonomous through several generations. They
maintained their native customs and practices to a significant degree, including the nearly
exclusive use of their German language. This observance was particularly troublesome
with regard to disseminating and communicating information pertaining to health and
disease issues.
While tabulations from the 1850 Census revealed that those residents who were
German-born accounted for the most numerous immigrant population segment, other
ethnic groups also settled in Trimble County. Although they settlers were bom in the
United States, their histories tell us that they were culturally, ethnically, and nationally
linked with a number of other foreign countries. However, in 1850, the exact details of
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their cultural background cannot be ascertained in a formal official way, as parental birth
information was not yet required for census tabulation. Other resident nationalities listed
for the 1850 Trimble County enumerations include 24 from Great Britain (England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wales); four from France, one from Holland, and six answered
"Unknown" for their place of birth.
The vast majority of the 1850 Trimble County residents, however, were native-
born Americans. Shown as a migration stream, Figure 7 displays the "source region" for
Trimble County's American-born residents. The overwhelming majority of the listed
American-born population (3,799) were native Kentuckians, meaning that since birth
they had been exposed to, had blended with, and had adapted to the same surroundings as
their neighbors. However, ascertaining the source of perhaps the most influential cultural
traits remain masked, as the ancestral national origin of the 3,799 who list Kentucky as
place of birth remains hidden. The influence placed upon these 3,799 residents by their
parents and grandparents can not be officially documented. The ethnic backgrounds of
the parent generation(s) would not be part of the Census data records until 1880. The
rate, degree, and outcome of the blending evolved individually and resulted in a multi-
tiered fabric of retained cultural baggage.
Occupations. Although the majority of households listed farming as their primary
pursuit, other occupations were surprisingly well represented. Donna Stark Thompson
(1985), discusses a list extracted from the Census of 1850 that reveals occupations which
include bootmaker, confectioner, gunsmith, cabinetmaker, stonemason and blacksmith
among others and suggests that residents here had access to a good range of services. In
addition, two druggists and 10 doctors were also listed, one doctor for every 13.2 miles.
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Figure 7. Source areas for 1850 Trimble County, Kentucky residents.
Source Compiled hy author (2000)
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A more precise doctor/patient ratio, and thus a more solid assessment of available
medical care, cannot be fixed because the exact time periods these doctors practiced are
not available nor is the precise number of county residents available for non-census
years. However, in 1850, ten doctors resided among a population of just under 6,000,
giving an approximate ratio of one doctor for every 600 residents. Distribution noted in
some records puts Dr. Wright in Wise's Landing and Dr. Lane in the city of Bedford with
one physician practicing near the town of Milton and another near Ewingsford. The base
of operation of each of the other doctors is not known.
Another key issue is that the qualifications of these early physicians and druggists
are questionable, especially in light of the age of the physicians in the 1850 Census. For
example, Dr. R. Lane is listed as age 22; Dr. Wright as 58; Druggist H. Lane as 26;
Druggist D. Mitchell as 27; Dr. T. Slattery as 34-all located in Bedford. In other areas of
the county Dr. C. Milner is listed as age 18; Dr. J. Smith, 20; Dr. H. More, 32; Dr. R.
More, 22; Dr. N. Chaplin, 35; Dr. W. Ely, 42 and Dr. R. Nugent, 27. This list reveals a
relatively young lot of healers with an average age of 30. Thus, the age of Trimble
County citizens who listed themselves as 'physicians' is a matter of some concern when
considering the quality of care they hoped to provide having had so little experience. The
probability of absorbing the necessary quantity and quality of medical knowledge in so
few years is low. The prospects of ministering to the ailing public and providing a
positive outcome with perhaps only a few months of formal schooling would have been
limited. However, the outcome in Trimble County probably was no more limited than in
other similarly situated sites in mid-nineteenth century rural America. According to the
practices of the time, it would seem that, having heard a few lectures on anatomy,
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chemistry, surgery, midwifery and the like, the younger of these men were then
apprenticed for a period of two to three years to the older men to learn 'doctoring' on an
individual mentoring basis. Those who had formal medical training were in the minority
and those skilled enough to be a truly certified Doctor of Medicine were fewer still
(Haffner 1997). Thus, the ratio of patient to experienced physician would have risen to
perhaps one doctor to every 1300 or so patients. When doctors were not available,
undertakers or barbers were often called on for assistance (Haffner 1997). Many folk
remedies and hand-me-down treatments and 'cures' were also relied on, including one
doctor's favorite generic healing potion. According to his preserved logbook, the 'drug'
of choice was whiskey (Trimble 1991)! A teaspoon for this problem and a tablespoon for
that were prescribed freely for many, if not most, maladies. Considering the ruggedness
of the terrain, mode of transport, experience of the doctor, volume of calls to be made,
and seriousness of the illness or injury, the survival rate itself from such treatment would
make an interesting study. While it would be hard to make an absolute assessment of the
quality of care vs. deaths in Trimble County, from the literature, it would appear that this
county was no better or worse off than most during this period (Medicine 1940).
Wealth. Also among the residents of Trimble County were some who were quite
wealthy. The average property value in the early part of the study period (real estate
value was not part of census transcripts for all decades of the study) was $2,918 (1850
Trimble Census calculated by author). The three wealthiest individuals reported values
in excess of $30,000 and listed their occupation as "farmers." Several other farmers had
holdings valued at $20,000. After adjusting for inflation (Friedman 1999), the three
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leading farmers were, in today's economy, worth over half a million dollars while the
average resident would have reported an amount of over $56,000.
A large agricultural operation would be required to sustain such wealth. The
main cash crop was the Kentucky traditional, tobacco. Machinery was limited during
this time therefore the work was labor intensive which meant, in pre-1860, large numbers
of slaves were utilized. However, there are little official data on the individual
distribution of slave holdings. The Civil War did interrupt the economic landscape
considerably. With all indications showing a great need for labor, there is little recorded
documentation of the distribution and other demographic data for the slave/Black
population segment.
Cultural Features. Despite what appeared to be less than ideal physical conditions
in Trimble County, there was however, a popular destination in Bedford that drew
visitors from great distances—the Bedford Springs Hotel (Figures 8 and 9). A health spa
with mineral springs and tranquil surroundings, the Bedford Springs Hotel was one of
several such establishments supported in this region of Kentucky (Black 1961). Easily
reached via the Ohio River, residents of New Orleans and other cities of the Deep South
as well as those living in grimy industrial cities of the North, and any who wanted to
escape the summer heat and frequent epidemics, booked passage on one of the numerous
steamboats operating on the river and came to this area for relief (Kleber 1992).
However, with a limited knowledge of disease ecology, the visitors had no idea that they
brought with them to Trimble County some of the worst illnesses they were seeking to
escape (M. Wilson, 1995b). In his book, The Scourges of Heaven, David Dick (1999)
used a real-life scenario to create fictional dialogue about residents of the South traveling
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Bedford Springs Hotel — Popular health resort just south of
town that flourished from 1840 to 1851 when an outbreak of
cholera speiled its doom
Figure 8. Bedford Springs Hotel.
Source: Trimble Banner Democrat Sesquicentennial Edition (1986).
BEDFORD SPRINGS AND HOTEL
Mineral springs discovered ca. 1840
by Mr. and Mrs. Noah ParKer. who
found water unusual in taste and of
medicinal value. The ParKc.rs soon
erected hotel and. with son Nathan,
owned and managed noted antebellum
health resort. which fostered
Bedford's growth. After 1851
cholera epidemic, resort declined.
The former hotrl burned In 1967
Figure 9. Bedford Springs Hotel Plaque.
Source. Photo by author (1999).
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north by riverboat to "outrun" cholera. They, along with the real-life visitors, did not
escape. In August 1851 on a hot evening while a grand ball was underway, word reached
the dance floor of the Bedford Spring Hotel, "Cholera on the grounds!!!" (Trimble folder,
N.D.). The revelers fled in panic and by morning the once-thriving resort was a ghost
town. The hotel never recovered.
"Cholera broke out in Bedford and they died like flies" (Black 1961).
Documentation of the ensuing epidemic is scanty. Kentucky was not required by law to
keep death records on a permanent basis until 1911. The Kentucky Board of Health was
not instituted until 1879 and the U.S. Public Health Service and its record keeping were
not created until a few years later (Leach 1997, 47). All that has been found to date
concerning the ravages of the epidemic are quotes from personal memoirs and
genealogical references. The one official recorded exception to the absence of
information is found in History of Education in Trimble County (Cobb 1952). Cobb
notes, "In 1851, the school attendance dropped drastically because of a cholera epidemic
and migration to the West" (Cobb 1952, p21). The book reveals that in 1845 there were
1,255 children of school age (5-16 years old). No additional school attendance was
taken again until 1851. In that year, sixteen of twenty-three schools reported a 1,021-
student population and in 1852 children from fourteen of the twenty-three districts
totaled 1,865 students. While a portion of the fluctuation of these numbers could be no
doubt attributed to less than 100 percent reporting of the districts as well as to out-
migration, it is also reasonable to assume that a large percentage of the difference (610)
between the number of school-age children in 1845 and those in 1852 could be attributed
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to death by disease-notably to cholera, a devastating diarrheal disease spread mainly by
contaminated water (Truaxe 1995).
Also alluding to nearby outbreaks of disease but without a specific Trimble
connection was the article "Brief Notes on Cholera in Louisville 1850" (Yandell 1850).
Found in a medical journal of the day (Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery), their
article cites "ponding of surface water," "damp conditions" and "crowded dwellings" as
chief promoters of the illness (Yandell 1850). Climatic and weather conditions were also
labeled as contributors to disease manifestation, and several doctors kept detailed
weather logs recording humidity levels and number of days with high temperatures. The
records also noted this site and situation of the victims' homes. While these promising
observations were based on a city less than fifty miles away, it is not known if
connections characteristic of place that linked damp conditions, favorable vector
environments, and sanitation to health risks had reached the small settlements in Trimble
County (Yandell 1850).
Human population growth usually results in people living in higher densities,
heightening the risk for rapid spread of infections (M. Wilson 1995b). Perhaps a better
statistic to gauge the spread of disease may have been the tabulation of the number of
persons per dwelling. The occurrence of large numbers of people living in quarters with
limited space was known to be one of the mentioned criteria for the spread of infection.
Table 1 shows population and density per square mile for Trimble County, and as
a comparison, the state of Kentucky. Also shown in the table is the Crude Death Rate for
the three census years when both population and exact number of deaths were known.
Comparison can be made to the state rate in only one year as specific death figures for
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Kentucky for 1850 and 1870 cannot be located. Additionally, the state death numbers
used for I860 were actually recorded for 1859 and compared to the population figures for
1860. The death data for Trimble in 1870 appears out of line with information for 1860
and 1850. The quality of the data is suspect here as the 1870 figure is less than half the
rate for 1860. However, the out migration after the Civil War may account for a
population decline, thus, fewer than expected number of deaths. The size of the county
varied at this time due to the county building process still underway, whereby Trimble
County lost or gained acreage as neighboring counties were formed. The one key
statistic is the crude death rate for Trimble County for 1860, which is more than twice the
state rate. With no other supporting data available at this time, the double-digit
difference can only be a red flag signaling a need for further investigation and
verification.
Table 1. Trimble County/Kentucky State Population Data
YEAR
1850
1860
1870
POPULATION
Trimble / KY
5,963 982,405
5,880 1,155,689
5,577 1,321,011
SQUARE MILES
Trimble / KY
149.4 40,395
150.1 40,395
149.5 40,395
DENSITY Sq. Mi.
Trimble / KY
39.91 24.32
39.17 28.61
37.30 32.70
DEATHS
Trimble / KY
117
128 10,23(P
49
CDR/1,000
Trimble / KY
19.6
21.8 8.9
8.8
Source: <hltp.//members.xoom.com/mgdigest/medical_geography.html>
Census records ed Thompson, *Collins
Compiled by author
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Chapter V
DISEASE
There are a number of ways diseases migrate from one place to another. The
spread of disease requires a sender, a pathway, and a receiver. The means by which a
pathogen is introduced into a new area include: arrival by vector (animal carriers such as
fleas or mosquitoes), via water borne transmission (i.e., infected bilge water or
contaminated creeks or springs), and/or conveyed by close human contact (sneezed
particles or other bodily secretions). Many times the operation of these variables are in
motion without notice. At other times the consequences are overt and severe. The
configuration of the gene pool of the receiving population plays a strong hand in
determining if the pathogen leaves or takes up residence. Isolated populations that have
small gene pools with no exposure or immunity to a disease represent greatly enhanced
risk of developing disease (M. Wilson 1995b).
The Causes
Trimble County's site and situation was quite amenable to water-borne
introduction of disease. With 21 miles of shoreline abutting the Ohio River and endowed
with many creeks and accommodating landing sites, Trimble County played host to
numerous visiting river craft. Packet boats, mail boats, and paddle wheeler passenger
vessels plied the waters in the area and brought goods and people to and from locations
hundreds of miles away. From coffee and bananas, to cooking pots and cattle, these
floating stores were busy centers of commerce where much human contact occurred.
These boats also carried and discharged contaminated bilge water. Passenger boats
arrived with visitors from around the world who sought to indulge in the mineral waters
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and healthful offerings of the area's spas and springs. Disease arrived in the bulkheads of
these vessels as well as in the baggage and on the bodies of those transported.
Trimble County's subterranean domain was also the location of water movement.
The county's topography with a craggy, dissected, creek strewn physical environment,
allowed infested human discharge to flow downstream past house after house. Family
after family used these water courses as the source of their daily drinking water. Water
was the vehicle of transport for such devastating illnesses as cholera and typhoid fever
and served as a support environment for incubation and development of vectors such as
the mosquito that carried malaria and yellow fever. Aside from rain water, in the early
days, creeks and springs were the major water source for human and animal
consumption; they became, in many cases, the source of death as well.
The epidemic diseases—cholera, typhoid and the like—usually visited and killed
on a seasonal basis (Typhoid 2000). Other fatal infectious diseases did their deadly job
year round. Consumption (TB), for example, was by far the greatest single taker of
human life, year in and year out. This lingering chronic illness infected more residents
than any other single illness. It was spread from person to person through the air by
droplets produced during coughing or sneezing (Tuberculosis 1999). Those at greatest
risk of getting TB were older members of the population and those with a weakened
immune system. Also, others who underwent long term exposure to the disease were
vulnerable as well. These conditions were certainly rife in Trimble County as housing
density was high thus increasing exposure levels for many citizens. While panic and fear
surrounded arrival of epidemic diseases, prolonged dread was associated with chronic,
lingering, and usually fatal infectious afflictions.
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The Statistics
Having described the place, the details of the human population, the cultures they
represented, the characteristics of the diseases that found their way to Trimble County,
and the interaction that occurred between these aspects, the results of those interchanges
will now be evaluated.
Table 2 lists the causes of death for this study data set. Seventy-nine diseases are
listed. Names are spelled as in the original document where practical. Some ailments
are grouped for simplicity. The most significant numbers and percentages appear in red.
A few 'causes of death' appear to be symptoms instead of a fatal problem such as
'deranged'; how does 'deranged' cause death? And 'gravel'; what was meant by the
official who wrote 'gravel' as cause of death? The category "Unknown" represents 150
individuals or 15.37 percent of the population who had no cause of death defined. While
over half of those with "Unknown Cause Of Death" were infants, many other age groups
had multiple instances of Unknown cause of death as well. The total for infant males (0-
5 years) and childbearing age females (16-40 years) record the highest number of deaths.
Consumption (a chronic disease) and typhoid fever (a contagious illness) rank as leaders
for cause of death. This list of causes is an interesting mix of maladies with numerous
ecologies suggesting various scenarios of human activity.
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Table 2. Cause of Death Data Set. Cause of death, gender and age cohort at death for
the 976 individuals of the study data set for the period 1849-1894.
AGE
DISEASE
Absess
Accident
Bladder Disease
Bold Hives
Bowel Disorders
Brain Disorders
Broncitis
Cancer
Cephalitis/Menginitis
0-5
M
7
1
3
2
1
11
ChildBiruVMis'ca'g/Hem'g
Cholera
Cold
Colic
Com'cation of Disease
Consumption
Convulsions
Croup
Cystitis/Kidney
Deases of Throat
10
4
4
2
8
1
1
Delenum Tremens/Intox
Deranged
Diabetes
Diarrhea
Died n Infancy/Premature
Dropped Dead/Sudden
Dropsy
Dysentery
Dyspepsia
Enlarged Womb
Ensipeles
Fever
Fits/Spasams
Flux
GastnUs
Gravel
Head Disease
Heart Disorder
Heat Disease
Hemmorage
Hepatitis
Hernia
Hvdrophobia
Intermitting Fever
Lagrippe
^aryngitis
..lver Disorder/Jaundice
^ockjaw
Lung Disorder
Malena (RemittingFever)
4
1
1
5
1
8
1
7
2
2
.,
1
2
2
2
F
4
6
2
4
1
11
3
3
1
3
1
8
1
4
2
3
1
1
1
4
1
2
1
2
1
2
U
2
3
1
6-10
M
4
1
1
2
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
F
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
U
11-
M
1
1
2
1
15
F
1
2
4
1
2
1
1
1
16-
M
1
7
3
3
1
3
4
19
1
3
1
4
I
1
3
1
2
I
1
3
1
40
F
2
1
2
2
2
7
2
1
49
1
10
2
5
1
5
1
1
i
6
1
7
41-
M
5
1
1
2
1
11
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
60
F
1
1
1
9
1
4
2
1
3
1
61 +
M
3
1
4
1
1
1
3
1
2
3
2
1
1
4
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
F
4
2
1
1
2
1
7
2
7
1
1
4
1
1
TOTAL
1
36
1
1
18
10
11
7
37
7
25
9
4
2
110
5
19
3
1
4
1
2
14
6
2
35
12
2
1
6
29
7
27
2
1
1
14
2
1
4
1
1
7
1
3
13
3
11
12
PERCENT
0.10%
3.69%
0.10%
0.10%
1.84%
1.02%
1.13%
0.72%
3.79%
0.72%
2.56%
0.92%
0.41%
0.20%
11.27%
0.51%
1.95%
0.31%
0.10%
0.41%
0.10%
0.20%
1.43%
0 61%
0.20%
3.59%
1.23%
0.20%
0.10%
0.61%
2.97%
0 72%
2 77%
0.20%
0.10%
0.10%
1.43%
0.20%
0 10%
0.41%
0.10%
0.10%
0.72%
0.10%
0.31%
1.33%
0.31%
1.13%
1.23%
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Malformed
Measels
Murderd
Neuralgia
Old Age
Operation
Palsey/Paralysis
Phrenitas
Pleurisy
Pneumonia
Putrid Sore Throat
Rheumatism
Rickets
Scarlet Fever
Scrofula
Social Disease
Spine Disorder
Stillborn
Stroke( Apoplexy)
Suicide
Summer Complaint
SunStroke
Tetanus
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
White Swelling
Whooping Cough
Worms
Yellow Fever
Yellow Thrash
TOTALS
2
2
1
3
2
1
10
3
3
1
1
1
8
33
6
2
173
2
4
1
4
2
1
4
7
39
11
1
149
1
1
1
3
14
2
26
3
4
4
2
32
1
4
3
22
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
12
2
1
1
2
5
6
30
6
1
3
31
7
1
113
3
1
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
1
28
19
1
176
3
3
1
2
1
1
10
6
1
64
1
1
1
3
7
4
1
42
1
8
5
I
5
1
2
6
67
1
12
4
1
2
1
2
6
64
2
14
1
1
20
1
13
1
3
30
5
4
1
25
9
1
6
4
5
4
5
2
2
108
150
1
21
3
1
1
976
0.20%
1.43%
0.10%
0.10%
2.05%
0.10%
1.33%
0.10%
0.31%
3.07%
0.51%
0.41%
0.10%
2.56%
0.92%
0.10%
0.61%
0.41%
0.51%
0.41%
0.51%
0.20%
0.20%
11.07%
15.37%
0.10%
2.15%
0.31%
0.10%
0.10%
100 00%
Source: Compiled by author from Trimble County,
Kentucky death data 1849-1894.
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For all the fear and dread written concerning cholera, the data for Trimble County
shows only 25 occurrences or just 2.56 percent of the total number of recorded deaths
were attributed to this disease. Fear of contracting disease during epidemic outbreaks
caused the dead or dying to be either abandoned in their beds or their bodies to be
literally dumped at the cemetery gate (Baird 1974a). While no remaining records
indicate this practice was the case in Trimble County, such occurrences did happen
elsewhere in Kentucky (Baird 1974a). If such events did occur in Trimble County, that
may account for an under representation of cholera deaths. Cholera appeared in four
rounds, or epidemics: 1833-1835; 1848-1854; 1866; 1873 (Kleber 1992). Not all of
these epidemics were within the time frame of the study and others occurred in years for
which death records were not kept suggesting, perhaps, another possibility for under
reporting of the number of deaths and a distortion of the true devastation and distribution
of this scourge in the study area.
In nearly every survey of these data (except for infants), consumption (TB) lead
the way as cause of death, representing over eleven percent of the entries (Table 3).
Consumption struck in all strata and levels of the population. Location seemed to play a
part as its distribution was seen most notably in settings of crowded dwellings and damp
valley surroundings (as in Trimble County). Consumption was a permanent menace to
the community, whereas typhoid fever, the second ranked cause of death, came in waves
or epidemics. Again, the general physical environment of Trimble County was
conducive to the spread of this warm-weather villain. Pneumonia and 'fevers' were also
perennial residents of the area and scored high in terms of number of death occurrences.
But the category with the highest percent of cause of death was 'Unknown.' It appears
numbers of residents (154) were buried without the actual cause of death being
determined. This figure is a troubling total. Perhaps in those too young to name their
complaints, the term 'Unknown' is more understandable. But for deaths so labeled
during adulthood when people are able to articulate their condition, the "Unknown" label
is more perplexing. Apathetic care given to patients, poor doctoring skills, or perhaps
abusive conditions might add to this "Unknown" cause of death designation. The
heading "Other" includes causes of death with only one or two incidences—such as sun-
stroke, tetanus, or hydrophobia.
Table 3. Leading Causes of Death
1 Consumption
2 Typhoid Fever
3 Cephalitis/Mengintis
4 Accident
5 Dropsy
6 Pneumonia
7 Fever
8 Flux
9 Cholera
10 Scarlet Fever
11 Unknown
12 Other (70 Illnesses)
TOTAL
1 1 ( 1
MIX
37
36
35
30
29
27
25
25
150
S64
976
Percent
11.27%
1 1.07",,
3.79%
3.69%
3.59%
3.07%
2.97%
2.77%
2.56%
2.56%
15.37%
37.29%
100.00%
• 1
• 2
D3
Q4
• 5
• 6
• 7
D8
• 9
• 10
• 11
• 12
Source: Compiles by author from Trimble County.
Kentucky death data 1849-1894
When examined by age cohorts, the group scoring the highest number of deaths
were those aged 0 to 5 years-the infants (Table 4). Representing over 36 percent of the
study, this group is evaluated in a separate section of this paper. The fewest deaths (42 or
4.3%) were counted in the 11-15 years age bracket. However, in this group of
adolescents, two and one half times more females (30) died than did males (12).
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Table 4. All Deaths by Age Cohort
Age In Years
Gender
TOTALS
Cohort Total
Cohort %
0-5
M
173
352
36
F
149
U
16
6-10
M
32
56
5 74
[•
22
U
2
11-
M
12
42
4 3
15
F
30
16-
M
113
289
29.6
40
]•'
176
41-
M
64
106
10.9
60
F
42
61 +
M
67
131
13
F
64
Total
976
100%
Source Compiles by author from Trimble County,
Kentucky death data 1849-1894.
As a whole, the age group 16-40 years-including both male and female-
represents the category with the second greatest occurrence of death. Prime-of-life
deaths have perhaps the most pronounced socioeconomic impact on a family and
community. If a mother dies, her children suffer the loss of nurturing and care. If the
male dies, his capacity as a worker, wage earner, provider and father are lost. Thus,
death in this age bracket is measured as more than a loss of one individual; it is also
measured in terms of loss to family and community-a circumstance which can be
detrimental for a great many. The female deaths in this category outnumber male deaths
176 to 113 and will be viewed separately in more detail.
Time of year was a significant contribution to cause of death. Seasonality of
death based on the study data set appears to be a strong link between conditions of place
and death (Table 5). Not surprisingly, summer was the season with the highest number
of recorded deaths with 319 occurrences. July, August, and September accounted for
32.7 percent of the total number of death occurrences in the study population. The high
heat and humidity associated with that time of year in Trimble County aided in the
spread of many diseases. Winter was the season with the fewest deaths recorded (203).
Cold and freezing conditions presented survival of many pathogens and vectors.
Decreased intercommunity activities slowed the spread of disease as well.
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Table 5. Seasonality of Deaths From All Causes.
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Ukn
Totals
No.
56
66
SI
63
71
70
105
121
93
()2
65
79
19
976
B 40
o
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Ukn
Months
Source: Compiled by author from Trimble County,
Kentucky death data 1849-1894.
Consumption, as previously noted, was a disease of all seasons and prevailed in
similar numbers throughout the year (winter 25, spring 31, summer 23, autumn 25),
whereas cholera and typhoid were predominantly warm weather scourges and appeared
much more often in the summer months (winter 12, spring 22, summer 67, autumn 31).
Females
Table 6 lists cause of death by age group for all females six years and older. It
reveals that among all females over six years of age, the elderly—those over 61 years-
were most at risk for death. The bracket for 61+ recorded 64 deaths. Old age,
consumption and dropsy were the most prevalent causes of death for this older group of
females. The next most at risk groups were the 16-20 year olds with 57 deaths and the
21-25 year olds with 45 deaths. Just as in the total population, consumption and typhoid
fever claimed the most lives in these two groups as well.
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Table 6. Cause of Death for All Females over Six Years Of Age.
Age In Years
Cause of Death
Accident
Bowel Disease
Miscarriage/Childbirth
Brain Disease
Broncitis
Cancer
Cholera
Cold
Colic
Congestive Chill
Consumption
Dropsy
Fever
Fits
Flux
Heart Disease
Heat Disease
Intermiting Fever
Killed by Design
Lagrippe
Liver Disease
Lung Disease
Malarial Fever
Measles
Old Age
Palsey
Paralysis
Pneumonia
Scarlet Fever
Scrofula
Social Disease
Spinal Disease
Stroke
Suicide
Tetanus
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Whooping Cough
Yellow Fever
Other
Total
6-10
3
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
4
3
3
23
11-15
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
4
24
16-20
1
2
1
1
13
2
2
2
1
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
13
6
1
1
57
21-25
1
2
1
1
18
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
4
45
26-30
1
1
1
10
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
5
3
34
31-35
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
3
4
1
20
36-40
2
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
4
5
21
41-55
1
1
7
4
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
25
56-60
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
3
3
1
17
61 +
4
1
2
1
2
1
7
7
3
1
12
2
2
1
1
2
6
9
64
Total
9
2
6
8
3
3
3
2
2
3
69
23
12
2
9
3
2
4
1
1
8
2
2
4
12
2
3
9
5
3
1
2
1
3
1
45
38
1
1
20
330
Source: Compiled by author from Trimble County,
Kentucky death data 1849-1894.
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Table 7 gives a another perspective of the period of life in which the females of
this data set died. While a high number of females did die in the prime of life, a number
lived to be one hundred years and beyond as well.
Table 7. Female Deaths by Age Cohort
6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-69 70-79 80-89 90-99 100+
Age in Years
Source: Compiled by author from Trimble County.
Kentucky death data 1849-1894.
Infants
The literature tells us that infants and the very young are at the highest risk for
premature death. A measure of any society's success is gauged in great part by the health,
well being and mortality of their young. The overwhelming period of time for death to
occur for this category was during the first year of life and within the first month of life in
particular (Table 8). During the study period, there were 100 deaths recorded for the first
30 days of life and an additional 106 reported as having occurred during the next 11
months of life. That is a total of 206 infant deaths within the first year which represents
over 21 percent of the deaths for the entire study population occurring within a very
narrow age range. The second most numerous death period was during the first and
second year of life when 59 deaths were counted. Excluding the "Unknown" and
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Table 8. Cause of Death for Children 0-5 Years Of Age
Cause ol'Dealh
Accident
Bowel Disease
Brain Disease
Cholera
Cold
Congestive Fev
Consumption
Convultions
Croop
Delenum Tremens
Diarrhea/Dysentery
Entertitis
Erysipilas
Fever
Flux
Heart Disease
Hepititis
Intermitting Fever
Liver Disease/Jaund
Lockjaw
Lung Disease
Measeles
Phremtas
Pneumonia
Premature/Stillborn
Ricketts
Scarlet Fever
Scrofula
Sore Throat
Spinal Diaese
Sum'rCorn'pnt
Tvphoid Fever
Unknown
WhoopingCough
Worms
Other
Total
Infants &
<2Mo
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
9
7
1
1
3
49
2
10
100
2 Mo
1
1
1
1
4
8
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
2
17
4 Mo
1
1
1
4
1
1
9
5Mo
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
8
CtMo
2
1
1
2
1
1
8
7Mo
1
1
1
1
1
2
7
8Mo
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
9Mo
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
16
lOMo
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
HMo
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18
1YR
2
10
3
1
1
7
3
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
4
10
7
59
2YR
2
1
1
2
2
1
4
2
3
4
1
3
1
2
1
1
3
3
1
3
43
3YR
1
1
2
I
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
20
4YR
1
2
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
16
5YR
1
1
1
2
1
3
9
TOTAL
10
4
26
13
7
2
7
3
18
1
13
5
2
8
11
2
1
2
4
1
4
4
2
8
9
1
15
6
3
4
3
16
89
19
3
25
353
Source: Complied by author from Tnmblc County,
Kentucky death data 1849-1894
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"Other" categories, the leading cause of death was Brain Disease (26). This
classification includes meningitis and encephalitis-both contagious inflammatory
diseases of the brain. Meningitis has both viral and bacterial forms and is spread by
direct personal contact as opposed to contact with contaminated water. The viral form
occurs during warm weather and attacks the lining of the brain and spinal cord
(Encephalitis 2000). Under epidemic conditions, meningitis may be carried by 95
percent of the population yet only one percent may infected (Meningitis 2000) suggesting
individual health status is more deterministic regarding who actually becomes ill, thus a
frail newborn is at greater risk for contracting the disease. Encephalitis, the other "brain
disease," has several forms, as well, but is primarily transmitted as a mosquito-borne
virus instead of close personal contact or ingestion of infected water. Bouts with scarlet
fever and influenza may also result in the onset of encephalitis (Encephalitis 2000).
Other contagious diseases put the very young and susceptible under five
population at particular risk. Whooping cough claimed 19 lives, croup 18 and scarlet
fever 15. Perhaps not receiving as much notoriety as other illnesses, these diseases were
also greatly feared and prevalent early childhood killers.
The above scenario of the conditions of place, that is, diseases transported by high
populations of mosquitoes, widespread overcrowded housing conditions resulting in
enhanced opportunities for close personal contact as well as preponderance of
contaminated drinking water, are all conditions over which the young would have no
control and which put them in a vulnerable position and at a higher risk for illness and
death.
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Slaves/Blacks
Details of the slave and free Black population that resided in Trimble County
during the last half of the nineteenth century are even more obscure than those of the
white population. Table 9 shows the slave/Black population numbers as reported by
Collins (1966) in addition to the percent of the total population. Using each of the four
individual census tallies for percent of population for the slave/Black group and
averaging that sum yields a figure of 11.47 percent. The importance of this calculation is
that over one in ten residents were counted in the slave/Black category and therefore
represented a significant portion of the county population. Yet, of that population
number, a record exists relating cause of death for only 107 individuals (Table 10).
Though such flawed reporting appears not at all uncommon for that era, it nonetheless
remains apparent that an entire body of Black residents was underreported in all areas-
birth, disease, death, and final resting place.
Table 9. Population By Race 1850-1880
Year
1850
1860
1870
1880
40 Yr. Total
Trimble County
Blacks
970
836
456
517
2779
Trimble County
% Blacks
16.26%
14.22%
8.18%
7.21%
11.47
Trimble County
White
4993
5044
5121
6654
21812
Trimble Count)'
% Whites
83.73%
85.78%
91.82%
92 79%
88.53
Trimble County
Total
5963
5880
5577
7171
24591
Source: Compiled by author from Trimble County,
Kentucky death data 1849-1894
Also, at the Federal level in the reports for minority groups, there appears to be a
lack of consistency among the data that were compiled. In the printed version of the
1850 Census, all districts within Trimble County did not have the same data reported.
The slave/Black population figures were often not fully recorded. The census takers for
Table 10. Slaves/Blacks: Cause of Death 1849-1894.
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AGE IN YEARS
DISEASE
Accident
Bladder Disease
BowelDisorder
Brain Disorder
Broncitis
Cholera
Cold
Cohc
Consumption
Croop
Dropsy
Dysentery
Entertitis
Erricipeles
Fever
Flux
Heat Disease
Infantile ?
Intermitting Fever
Lockjaw
Lung Disease
Malena
Measles
Old Age
Pluns\
Pneumonia
Rheumatism
Ricketts
Scarlet Fever
Scrofula
Spasm
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Whooping Cough
TOTAL
0-5
M
2
1
->
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
20
F
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
15
U
1
3
1
5
6 -10
M
1
1
2
1
5
F
1
1
1
3
11 -15
M
0
F
1
1
2
1
5
16 -40
M
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
14
F
1
5
2
1
1
1
4
8
23
41 -60
M
1
2
3
F
1
1
61+
M
1
1
1
1
4
F
1
1
3
1
3
9
TOTAL
6
1
]
4
1
1
2
1
6
3
5
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
4
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
16
24
4
107
Source: Compiled by author from Tnmble County,
Kentucky death data 1849-1894.
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some areas tallied their reports into headings for white, slave, and free Black. Some went
farther and separated entries into gender categories. Others workers did not even provide
an overall grand total. The references that did appear in the Census were listed at the end
of the enumeration as an aggregate subtotal. For instance, it is only by referring to
Collins' History of Kentucky (1966) and its specific listing for total slave population that
a determination can be made for Trimble County District 2's nonwhite residents. By first
adding District l's Census reported slave count (759) and the county's Census total for
free Black residents (31) and then subtracting that total (790) from the Collins' total
slave tally of 941 (he listed no free Colored for 1850) can it be determined that District 2
had 151 slaves. This method of reporting has left no way to determine the distribution of
the slave/Black population segment other than to say District 2 had just over 80 percent
of the total slave/Black population, District 1 had barely over 16 percent and the city of
Bedford had three and a quarter percent of that minority group counted within its limits.
Just how Blacks were dispersed or where they were located geographically cannot be
accurately determined from the available data. It can only be assumed that the farmers
with the greatest real estate values were those who required the most laborers and
therefore required the greatest numbers of slaves and later free Black workers.
In the 1860 Census printed version there is no mention whatsoever of the slave
population. There was not even a total number presented for the white population.
Again it is a reference in Collins' History (1966) that has preserved for current
generations the number of slaves (831) toiling in Trimble County for that year as well as
providing an overall sum for the white residents (5,044). Five "free Colored" are listed
by Collins (1966) for 1860 as well. For the nonwhite residents there was no breakdown
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as to gender, age, place of birth or household composition for either 1850 or 1860 printed
Census records. Only the most diligent of investigations of early farm records will
possibly add to this lacking body of knowledge.
While the 1870 Census added identification of all residents by age and gender, and
now also included racial affinity among its questions (tallied under the heading
"Occupation") the reporting for this enumeration was not administered in segmented
format. Thus, the county was not divided into Districts as was shown in the previous
Census. Therefore, it is not possible to do a rudimentary comparison as far as specific
geographic location and distribution is concerned. However, as all Census information
was recorded in household unit format, it can be noted that in the 1870 Census, with the
addition of surnames to minority residents, Black residents were now identified by family
units and appear scattered among all the other households listed. The suggestion is that
they resided in as diverse locations as their white neighbors, that is to say, there appears,
at least in the printed version of this Census, to be no visible "Black Only" settlement
pattern. This point of no apparent Black/White clustering is important because it
suggests no locational bias as far as one part of the county being more subject to disease
than another part of the county based on race. However, economic circumstances,
genetic characteristics and social and environmental practices may unite this minority
group into a relative place, a cultural place where similarity of backgrounds, habits and
activities may result in a similar response to disease inducing factors.
The 1880 Census reveals little new detail of the minority population except that
Trimble County was now divided into six districts and a tabulation for those areas sheds
some light on the geographic distribution of the Black population. The district of Milton
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reported 62 Black or Mulatto residents, Bedford District (City of Bedford and its
suburbs) - 174, Antioch District - 87, Providence District - 37, Abbots District 37, and
Palmyra District, 24. Figure 10 shows the general area of those Census divisions. While
the exact territorial boundaries are not known, the district with the greatest minority
population is listed as Bedford, a town located approximately in the center of the county
and situated on top of the ridge that bisects the county. Beside the significant minority
numbers posted for the Bedford District, the tally for other areas now suggest a
coalescing of this minority segment of the population along transport corridors. A
clustering of Blacks is also noted east of Bedford, down the pike toward Campbellsburg
in the Antioch District and north along a ridge top route toward the Milton District is
suggested. The remaining three districts which list minority residents were located in
more remote areas of the county served by limited access routes.
The 1890 Census was destroyed by fire in Washington DC. in the early twentieth
century. None of the data from any of Kentucky's counties was among the less than 100
counties nationwide that survived the flames. Therefore, racial breakdown is not known
and only in such publications as Rone's Kentucky and Her Counties (1965) is
information relating to total county population numbers available. From this source,
Trimble County posted 7,140 residents for 1890.
In the progression of four Census reports (1850, 1860, 1870, 1880) Trimble
County's "invisible population" emerged from an endnote aggregate subtotal in a
reference book to a mapable representation of a population segment. While precise
locations and details of their individual lives remain elusive, the available records
regarding the deaths of this portion of the population is the data subset that is evaluated
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TRIMBLE COUNTY
KENTUCKY
Palmyra District
Providence District
Figure 10.
Census Districts 1880 Census.
Source: Compiled by author.
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and presented as a representation of the total population unit.
For the slave and later free Black segment of the population, the cohort with the
most numerous (40) incidence of death was the 0-5 age bracket. As with the general
population, as well as in historical data, the young of this minority subset appear as the
most at risk for premature death. In this group of the study population, the number of
those under five account for 37 percent of the Blacks whose deaths were recorded. The
next highest number of deaths were recorded in the 16-40 age group where 37 individuals
perished. Among this group of adults, the number of female deaths (23) were 60 percent
greater than that of the males (14). This ratio flies in the face of traditional demographic
findings which states that there are more males born but that more females survive to old
age (Weeks 1992). Perhaps Black female deaths were recorded less often than those of
males or possibly Black females experienced a harsher lifestyle often times being forced
to do grueling manual labor as well as deal with the difficulties of childbearing and
motherhood.
The most frequent cause of death among Blacks in Trimble County was typhoid
fever. This contagious disease accounted for 16 deaths and claimed 10 lives in the 16-40
age group alone. Six deaths were recorded as a result of accidents and six were claimed
by consumption. The other causes of death resulted from of a variety of diseases and
conditions. A posting of "Unknown" cause of death for 24 individuals represents over 22
percent of the total slave/Black group meaning that over one in five Blacks died and was
buried with no reason recorded. The greatest single occurrence of Unknown cause of
death (8) was posted by females in the 16-40 age bracket.
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A firsthand account describing the conditions of the times that may have resulted
in an underrepresentation of the Black population in Trimble County is described in an
autobiography by a former slave. During his many years of bondage, Henry Bibb lived in
Trimble County. In time he escaped his owners, overcame adversities and wrote of his
experiences in "Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, an American
Slave." The book was published in 1850 and the excerpt on the following page (Figure
11) paints a picture that suggests perhaps, for this population segment, there will always
be a cloud over the issue of "Why there?"
118 NARRATIVE OF HENRY BIBB.
At the time of sickness among slaves they had
but rery little attention. The master was to be the
judge of their sickness, but never had studied the
medical profession. l ie always pronounced a
slave who said he was sick, a liar and a hypocrite ;
said there was nothing the matter, and he only
wanted to keep from work.
Figure 11. Excerpt from Bibliography of Henry Bibb.
Source: "Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, an American Slave.'
By Henry Bibb (1850).
His remedy was most generally strong red pepper
tea, boiled till it was red. lie would make them
Irink a pint cup full of it at one dose. If he should
not get better very soon after it, the dose was re-
peated. If that should not accomplish the object
for which it was given, or have the desired effect,
a pot or kettle was then put over the fire with a
large quantity of chimney soot, which was boiled
down until it was as strong as the juice of tobacco,
and the poor sick slave was compelled to drink a
quart of it.
This would operate on the system like salts, or
castor oil. But if the slave should not be very ill,
he would rather work as long as he could stand up,
than to take this dreadful medicine.
If it should be a very valuable slave, sometimes a
physician was sent for and something done to sare
him. But no special aid is afforded the suffering
slave even in the last trying hour, when he is called
to grapple with the grim monster death. He has
no Bible, no family altar, no minister to addreso to
him the consolations of the gospel, before he launch-
es into the spirit world. As to the burial of slaves,
but very littlemore care is taken of their dead bodies
than if they were dumb beasts.
My wife was very sick while we were both living
with the Deacon. We expected every day would be
her last. While she was sick, we lost our second
child, and I was compelled to dig my own child's
grave and bury it myself without even a box to j>ut
il in.
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Death Distribution
Geographic distribution of the foregoing discussed 976 deaths is represented
spatially in Figure 12 (see back cover - Map Sleeve). As school districts were established
in approximate geographic areas that would serve between 25 and 75 students (Cobb
1952), using school districts to identify regions or parts of the county resulted in the
colored representations of the death locations to appear overly uniform. While difficulty
of moving may have prevented frequent intra-county relocation, and it is likely that many
families lived within the same school district for several years, it is also possible that the
school population surnames and the death names may not reflect the same
family/surname throughout the time frame of this report. Furthermore, the school census
data were not taken in every case in the same years as the Census of Population. The
"death dots" on the map, therefore, indicate only a "match" between a school census
surname that was listed within a school boundary and surname of a death victim. What
the colored dots do indicate is the overall distribution of five of the more predominant
diseases over time. All schools do not appear to have had deaths from all diseases, and
the pattern does appear to be random with both hill and valley locations reflecting similar
varieties of cause of death. Without further data, precise evaluation at a micro level will
not be possible.
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Chapter VI
DISCUSSION
"...from the waters people get their food, also their cholera, their dysenteries,
their typhoid fevers, their malaria; from the earth they get their bookworm;
from the crowded villages they get their tuberculosis and their yews; from the
type of housing they have been forced to adopt they get their plague and
typhus; and from the food which earth; temperature and rain produce, their
protein deficiencies, their beri beri" (Mayer 1994, 104).
That place can influence health is an old and familiar concept even back to the
time of Hippocrates (Just 1999). The key word in the discussion is influence. But
scientists of the last half of the nineteenth century were tied to the environmental
deterministic theory that was much espoused by the likes of Ellen Churchill Semple and
her mentor Friedrich Ratzel. The main thrust of that view perceived the environment as
the most important factor in the development of an individual. The determinist felt, for
example, that those living near the sea became fishermen or that hot humid areas
produced residents with slow mental agility. Often ignored was the influence of
attitudes, ethnic customs and practices, genetic makeup, and knowledge of existing
technology (that is, the cultural baggage amassed by each generation of residents and
how it was used to interact with the existing physical attributes of place). It is all these
factors together that were collectively more influential on the rise of disease and death
than any single player.
It can be little doubted that geography played a significant role in the spread of
disease in Trimble County. Linking the importance of place to mortality is a topic long
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studied (Pyle 1996; Kearns 1994). The most notable historic example connecting place
to disease is the mapping of the placement of water spigots undertaken by Dr. Snow in
London in 1854 (Just 1999). His keen perception and perseverance linked the
distribution of water spigots to the occurrence of cholera and led to the control of the
outbreaks. Trimble County's overall geography-its site and situation along an easily
navigable large waterway, broad ridge dissected by multiple streams and the resulting
isolation of segments of the community-offered a perfect setting for drainage of
contaminated products and set up this small population for infestation of numerous water
borne diseases.
The literature has presented a long and steadfast link between the condition of
physical place and the condition of those who dwell and trod upon it (Williams 1994).
Dorn (1994) and Kearns (1994) support the notion of interaction of man and land and a
probable cause of many illnesses. They argue that culture as well as physical
environment contribute to the occurrence and perpetuation of disease. This scenario may
be demonstrated in the circumstance presented in the Trimble County study data.
Besides the limited medical knowledge of the times and the rugged physical terrain, it
was the attitudes (no need for privies at school) of the community and the culture of its
residents that bred and supported such reasoning and that were also to blame for the
many epidemic outbreaks.
Travel was a powerful force in the emergence of disease (M. Wilson 1995b).
While the land called Trimble County may have been challenging, the way to reach
Trimble, the Ohio River, was an easy mode of transportation and highly utilized. Many
of the diseases listed as cause of death for the Trimble population were introduced by
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travelers. Much of the commerce in the county had both point of entry and departure at
the various landings. The boats themselves that were involved in this transport were
prime carriers of more than one infectious disease. Not only was the bilge water from
the boats often times highly contaminated but the potential existed for the passengers and
commercial goods on the vessels to bring ashore on their person or in their packages,
pathogens gathered from faraway places (M. Wilson 1995b).
For all the other methods of disease transport and introduction to an area, it was
movement displayed by human activity that was the most common factor driving disease
emergence (M. Wilson 1995b). Many of the diseases—consumption, whooping cough,
measles-exhibited by the study population were easily carried by human travelers to
other geographic locations. Activities such as attending a funeral, while seeming
harmless and socially required, were actually settings of massive vector exchange
(Cholera 1999). And not understood by the community in the mid nineteenth century
was the likelihood that the transmission-the travel pattern~of many diseases involved
more than one variable (M. Wilson 1995b). It was not until the later part of the
nineteenth century and even beyond, that biological characteristics (an individual's own
genetic susceptibility), social motivation (sanitation practices) and environmental setting
(swampy areas and drainage patterns) were recognized as part of the 'big picture' linking
disease, death, and location.
This association between place and cause of death is not to suggest a fall back to
the outdated philosophy of environmental determinism whereby place was viewed as the
most important factor in the development of the individual or group. It is to point out,
however, that health is impacted by the way humans and knowledge-or their lack of i t -
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utilize the physical surroundings in which they find themselves (Schmieder 1970). In the
case of Trimble County in 1850, unsanitary conditions were not perceived as an eminent
threat and the craggy, rugged, remote and often damp nature of a large part of the county
allowed pathogens to avoid natural disruption and degradation and to lie in wait for the
next human contact.
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Chapter VII
CONCLUSION
The result of this human/land interaction (the effect of mankind and the activities
of living day to day-growing food, supplying his commercial needs, addressing his
bodily functions) played out in, among, and upon the physical settings (ridge or valley,
cold/damp or hot/dry, fertile or rocky) in which he found himself, produced a setting in
Trimble County that was conducive to the occurrence of numerous epidemics. "Visiting
illnesses" such as typhoid fever, cholera and scarlet fever as well as "permanent"
maladies like consumption found countless unsuspecting victims in this small Kentucky
county by the river.
After reviewing various literature, conducting interviews, and analyzing data, it
appears that Trimble County, Kentucky and its physical, human, and cultural makeup
was no more prone to severe outbreaks of disease and epidemic deaths than any other
similar setting during the time frame of the study. No glaring headlines were found that
stated "Trimble County Residents 111 and Dying in Unprecedented Numbers." No
research articles were uncovered relating to "The Study of the Mysterious Multitude of
Deaths and Diseases in Trimble County, Kentucky." While no comparative analysis was
made of other individual counties, the printed references used for this work were often in
state or regional context and health issues were reported and evaluated much on those
terms. The consensus was that it was not solely place itself that caused illness and death
but rather the manipulation of the environment by human intervention that caused the
introduction, nurturing and spread of illness. It was human reaction (academic, cultural
and genetic) to illness that caused death.
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In order to fully answer the "Why There?" circumstance relating to the disease
and dying of Trimble County's past residents, further research will be needed to ascertain
the exact extent of the ravages of the cyclical epidemics that scoured its citizens.
Perhaps an exhaustive search of area newspaper archives, special holdings at state
universities, deeds and land registries to plot surname location, or a 'call for papers' via
the internet's Trimble County site may produce records of a greater number of
individuals whose cause and location of demise has been unrecorded in other sources.
A quote from a modern Kentucky public health publication confirming the
abiding connection and linking the ongoing awareness that should exist between man and
his physical settings: "...the natural environment that supported their (disease) spread in
the first one hundred years of statehood is still in place. These forces are held in check
only by municipal, county and state infrastructures and the men and women who operate
them" (Leach 1997,48).
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APPENDIX A
i he Data Set
Name
"Becca"
"Darcus"
"Eliza"
"Ellen"
"Florence"
"Frances"
"Hetta"
"Kitty"
"Marinda"
"May"
"Peggy"
"Sally"
"Sarah"
Abbott, Willie
Adams,
Adams, Edwina
Adams, Mary
Adams, Stella
Adcock, Margaret
Agin, Frankie
Allen, Rebecca
Anderson, Mahala
Angell, Tabitha
Amett, Mary
Arnold,
Ashby, Eliza
Athey, Mary Ann
Austin, W.E.
Averitt,
Bain, Marie
Bain, Mary
Bain, Mary E
Ball, Levinia
Banks, Jane
Barclay, Sally
Berkshire, Adaline
Bamett, Cornelia
Barringer, Abigail
Bartlett,
Bartlett, "Black"
Bartlett, Winny
Barton, Elizabeth
Barton, Matilda
Bates, Elizabeth
Beabout, Isabella
Bell, Edmonia
Bell, Eliza
Bickers, Mary
Black, Hannah
Booker, Cornelia
Booth, Jane
#
794
764
744
828
756
757
874
793
771
765
843
872
875
975
8
7
10
11
12
13
974
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
26
27
28
30
33
937
37
40
41
44
905
45
46
47
48
956
53
899
57
58
59
763
YOB
1745
1775
1832
1828
1850
1849
1824
1846
1848
1820
1824
1830
1844
1864
1874
1854
1840
1893
1806
1894
1792
1854
1833
1841
1855
1852
1819
1876
1858
1835
1854
1826
1836
1834
1841
1850
1854
1831
1855
1826
1773
1833
1814
1806
1848
1856
1846
1838
1798
1822
1763
MOD
Apiil
Feb
Dec
July
Feb
Jan
Sept
Sept
March
Feb
Sept
March
Aug
Sept
Feb
Dec
Sept
Jan
Aug
March
March
Oct
Aug
Feb
May
Jul
Jan
July
Oct
Feb
Oct
Oct
Oct
April
May
June
July
March
Jan
April
Sept
Feb
May
Feb
May
Jan
Oct
Aug
July
May
March
YOD
1S50
1850
1849
1849
1850
1850
1859
1849
1849
1850
1859
1860
1859
1869
1875
1854
1852
1894
1894
1894
1870
1857
1878
1876
1855
1853
1859
1876
1858
1894
1894
1855
1858
1853
1860
1852
1855
1854
1856
1860
1853
1859
1854
1854
1860
1878
1859
1852
1858
1852
1850
Age
103
75
17
21
1/12
1/12
35
3
1
30
35
30
15
5
1
11/12
12
1
88
18days
78
3
45
35
3 days
9/12
40
6days
59
40
29
22
19
19
2
1
23
8/12
34
80
24
40
48
12
22
13
14
60
30
87
Sex
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
Race
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
B
W
W
W
W
B
W
W
w
w
B
W
W
B
B(Slave)
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Cause of Death
Old Age-
Fever
Unknown
Dropsy
Smothered
Lockjaw
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Croup
Consumption
Congestive Chill
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Cancer Eye
Cerebro Spinal Meningitis
Enlarged Brain
Flux
Brain Fever
Old Age
Died in Infancy
Cancer Breast
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Fever
Consutnptin
Convulsions
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Diarrhea
Consumption
Brain Trouble
Intermiting Fever
Dysentery
Childbed Fever
Consumption
Flux
Cholera Infantism
Consumption
Smothered
Consumption
Dropsy
Liver Affected
Scarlet Fever
Consumption/Dropsy
Consumption
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Brain Inflamation
Unknown
Abortion(miscarriage)
Old Age
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Boswell, Edmonia
Bouldry, Lisabeth
Bowers, Rosealeatha
Bowling,
Bowling, Emily
Bray, Becca
Breckinridge, Bett
Breckinridge, Henrettta
Brent, Margaret
Bn dwell
Bridwell, Elisabeth
Bridwell, Mary Ann
Brison, Angeline
Broure, Debbyann
Brown, Catherine
Brown, Doniebell
Brown, Mary
Bryant, Sarah
Buchanan, Catherine
Buchanan, Jane
Buchanan, Mary
Burnett, Lucinda
Burnett, Mary Ann
Burnett, Mrs.Mary
Burnett, Paulina
Burton, Elizabeth
Burton, Elizabeth
Burton, Frances B
Butler, Anaelana
Butler, Ellender
Butler, Laura
Butler, Lillie
Butler, Tabitha
Callis, Eliza
Callis, Julie
Calvert, Nancy
Calverfs Black girl
Caplinger, Adaline
Caplinger, Mahaly
Caplmger, Molly
Caricoe, Jessie
Carr, Ceny
Casey, Elizabeth
Chandler, Elizabeth
Chandler, Thomas
Colbert, Margaret
Colvert, Edmonia
Coimell, Sarah
Cook, Sarah
Crafton, America
Crafion, Lucy
Craflon, Susana
Cumins, Permilia
Davis, Alice
Davis, Lucy
61
67
68
70
69
73
75
971
810
80
848
82
947
900
84
85
1006
86
944
88
90
92
93
94
95
97
96
98
101
103
105
106
107
834
109
112
942
113
727
114
117
118
119
123
745
803
863
759
1012
916
1004
124
128
741
129
1855
1869
1853
1854
1S55
1875
1853
1839
1831
1854
1860
1833
1858
1832
1770
1852
1852
1806
1797
1835
1864
1838
1854
1800
1828
1826
1821
1854
1839
1789
1894
1869
1852
1841
1840
1832
1852
1831
1832
1804
1875
1777
1834
1869
1848
1762
1855
1848
1804
1844
1855
1833
1779
1849
1845
Feb
June
March
Sept
Apri 1
March
Nov
Aug
March
Feb
Dec
Nov
Dec
Oct
June
June
May
Jan
Dec
Sept
April
Sept
Aug
Jan
May
May
April
July
Jul
Aug
Oct
Aug
April
July
Aug
Feb
Sept
July
Sept
Aug
Dec
Oct
Jul
Sept
Jan
Aug
May
Jan
Dec
Oct
May
Jul
June
Feb
1855
, 1894
1854
1856
i 1855
1894
1859
1869
1849
1854
1860
1859
1859
1859
1854
1853
1870
1876
1860
1854
1894
1857
1857
1878
1855
1854
1855
1854
1852
1854
1894
1894
1852
1860
1859
1854
1860
1855
1849
1854
1876
1855
1854
1894
1849
1850
1859
1850
1883
1859
1869
1859
1854
1850
1856
1/12
25
1
2
3 days
19
6
30
18
9days
1/12
26
1
27
84
11/12
18
70
63
19
30
19
3
78
27
28
34
8Days
13
65
3Wks
25
2/12
19
19
22
8
24
17
50
1
78
20
25
1-4/12
88
4
1-9/12
79
15
14
26
75
1-6/12
13
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
W
W
W
W
W
W
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
B(Slave)
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Croup
Consumption
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
3owel Disease
Unknown
Measles
Flux
Cold
Scarlott Fever
Fever
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Summer Complaint
Consumption
Old Age
Dropsy
Hepatitis
Typhoid Fever
Dropsey
Scrofula
Paralysis
Coasumption
Consumption
Consumption
Consumption
Flax
Cholera
Died in Infancy
Consumption
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Pneumonia
Cholera
Erricipeles
Tyhpoid Fever
F F Feaver
Tyhpoid Fever
Summer Complaint
Accident
Pneumonia
Consumption
Unknown
Fever
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Stroke?
Typhoid Fever
Heart disease
Consumption
Dropsy
Erysipolus
Scrofula
79
Davis, Martha
Demaree, Margaret
Denry ?, Martha
Dorsey, Elva
Duncan,
Duncan, Ethel
Duncan, Fanny
Duncan, Minerva
Dunn, Mary
Duran, Catherine
Duron, Catherine
Edwards, Ivory
Edwards. Lucy
Estes,
Evans, Polly
Ewing,
Farley. Charity
Farley. Minnie
Farley, Polly
Fern, Mary
Fisher, Annella
Fix, Martha
Fix, Sarah
Floyd, Dinah
Floyd, Emily
Floyd. Mary
Floyd, Mary
Foree, Ester
Foree, Margarett
Foree, Nancy
Foree, Susan
Francis, Mary
Fresh, Marandy
Gardner, Jo Ann
Gardner, Mary
Gardner, Nancy
Garland, Maryann
Garriott, Elisha
Garriott, Eva
Garriott, Hannah
Garriott, Jennie
Garriott, Leonora
Garriott, Mary C
Garriott, Peggy
Gatewood, G Martha
Gatewood, Mary
Gatewood, Patsy
Gettings, Ellen
Gideon, Mary
Givens, "Black woman"
Givens, Lucy
Givens, Mariah
Givens, Matty
Givens, Nancy
Givens, Sally
130
890
736
133
140
135
136
141
142
144
143
145
146
147
799
154
158
160
161
165
166
169
170
171
172
174
924
988
177
178
179
721
183
738
186
187
188
190
191
192
195
199
200
201
746
902
206
805
780
878
1000
214
876
215
217
1834
1802
1847
1857
1S53
1892
1852
1817
1800
1839
1841
1856
1837
1853
1785
1855
1811
1877
1806
1836
1852
1826
1853
1778
1846
1841
1838
1846
1832
1796
1838
1845
1850
1847
1852
1776
1838
1777
1870
1760
1874
1847
1833
1825
1831
1849
1840
1800
1842
1760
1810
1858
1854
1849
1851
Feb
Aug
July
May
June
March
Aug
June
Jul
June
Sept
May
April
Sept
April
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
May
Oct
June
Oct
June
Mar
May
July
March
April
Feb
July
Oct
Aug
Oct
Jan
Sept
July
July
June
Jan
Aug
April
Sept
Feb
Feb
June
Sept
Dec
March
May
Aug
May
Aug
Sept
1852
1859
1849
1894
1853
1894
1853
1853
1856
1855
1856
1858
1857
1854
1849
1855
1854
1877
1876
1855
1851
1875
1854
1853
1858
1853
1860
1869
1877
1854
1855
1849
1852
1849
1852
1853
1857
1859
1894
1858
1894
1894
1857
1859
1850
1860
1859
1849
1849
1860
1870
1859
1860
1852
1852
18
57
2
37
Iday
2
1
36
56
16
15
2
20
9/12
63
Iday
43
M
70
19
5/12
49
1
75
12
12
22
23
45
58
17
4
2
2
6/12
77
19
62
24
98
20
47
24
34
19
11
19
49
7
100
60
1
6
3
1
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
B
w
w
B
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
B(Slave)
W
B
W
W
W
Consumption
Unknown
Measles
Consumption
Unknown
VIeasles
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Uterine Hemorage
Consumption
Unknown
Pneumonia
Unknown
Unknown
Tyhpoid Fever
Fever
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Dropsy
Liver Disease
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Chronic Bronchitis
Tyhpoid Fever
Accident/Burned to Death
Consumption
Burned to Death
Liver Disease
Consumption
Bowel Congestion
Heart Disease
Murder-Killed by Design
Typhoid Fever
Bronkititus
Flux
Infl amaii on/Lungs
Old Age
Flux
Accident/Fall from Horse
Consumption
Unknown
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Dropsy of Heart
Unknown
Dropsy
Scarlott Fever
Typhoid Fever
Fever
Unknown
LTnknown
Heart Disease
Pneumonia
Brain Fever
Brain Affection
Flux
80
Glore, Eliza
Goldsborough, Emily
Goode. Patsy
Goode, Sue L.
Goode, Virginia
Goode, Willie Josphine
Gossom, Elizabeth
Gossom, Ida
Gossom. Mary
Gossom's Black
Gray, Eliza
Gray, Elizabeth
Greenwood, Alice
Greenwood, Mary
Griffitte, Elizabeth
Hackett, Susan
Hackney, Susie
Haitt Eliza
Hall, Felci
Hall, female
Hamilton. Eliza
Hammell, Harriett
Hancock, Annie
Hancock, Dora
Handlon, Nancy
Harmon, Margaret
Harper, Ruth
Harrison, Elizabeth
Heisle, Morning
Henry, Mary
Hensley, Malinda
Hiatt,Mary
Hill, Milly
Hogland, Elizabeth
Hogland, Sally
Holtsclaw, Sally
Homes, Edny
Hood, Catherine
Hood, Elizabeth
Hood, Nancy
Hougland, Lucyann
Howard, Josie
Hughbeck, Lena
Hughes, Annie
Hughes, Liza
Hughes, Mary
Hunley, Amanda
Hunt, Leah
Hunter, Mary
Hutchinson, Sarah
Jackson, Eliza
Jackson, Harriett
Jackson, Nancy
Jackson, Ruth
Jefferies, Jane
784
219
220
1007
1008
1009
221
222
225
943
229
230
232
233
235
236
237
253
238
917
239
240
242
243
774
1001
787
245
249
251
252
822
256
259
260
263
747
856
265
961
836
271
273
276
274
275
278
1003
279
281
286
287
289
290
291
1849
1830
1804
1867
1840
1871
1777
1856
1844
1843
1843
1807
1858
1849
1876
1813
1871
1854
1778
1819
1824
1856
1870
1876
1848
1844
1848
1796
1854
1841
1792
1848
1784
1828
1779
1850
1836
1815
1852
1838
1873
1880
1849
1866
1781
1854
1855
1776
1839
1855
1840
1826
1838
Tune
Tune
Feb
July
Sept
Ocl
Nov
Nov
April
Dec
May
Feb
Aug
Sept
Dec
Oct
July
Dec
July
June
Aug
Dec
Dec
Sept
June
Sept
March
Aug
Feb
Aug
March
July
Oct
March
March
March
March
Nov
April
Aug
Aug
April
Aug
Nov
Oct
Dec
Jan
Oct
Dec
May
1850
1854
1875
1884
1892
1892
1854
1856
1859
1859
1855
1855
1894
1876
1878
1894
1894
1854
1858
1859
1845
1856
1878
1877
1849
1869
1849
1859
1856
1855
1852
1850
1857
1858
1858
1854
1850
1860
1875
1870
1860
1874
1894
1878
1878
1853
1874
1869
1852
1877
1856
1855
1878
1854
1853
1-6/12
24
71
16
51
21
77
7/12
15
16
12
48
36
27
2
81
23
11/12
80
40
21
5/12
8
1
4/12
25
10/12
63
2
14
60
2
73
30
75
3/12
24
60
18
22
1
14
29
12
72
20
14
76
Inf
17
2/12
38
28
15
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
B
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
B
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Brain Inflamation
Consumption
'neumonia
Jrain Fever
Consumption
Consumption
Brain/Inflamation
intertitis
Jnknown
Jnknown
Jnknown
Consumption
Consumption
Spinal Disease
Worms
Dropsy
Consumption
Jver Disease
Old Age
Typhoid Fever
Operation
Gastritis
3rain/Inflamation
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Consumption
3rain Fever
Palsy
intertitis
Unknown
Unknown
Cold
Scarlet Fever
Unknown
Unknown
Cold
Unknown
Consumption
Phthisis Pulmonasis
Consumption
Consumption
Cerebr Meningitis
Lagrippe
Unknown
Scroiula
Dropsy/Consumption
Congestive Fever
Brain Inflamation
Cold & Phthisic
Unknown
Consumption
Bowel Disease
Fever
Intermiting Fever
Consumption
Si
Jefferies, Martha Ann
Jefferies, Sarah
Jefferies, Sarah
Jenkins, Emily
Jenkins, Kitty
Jenkins, Nancy
Johnson, Elma
Johnson, Maoni
Jones, Ella
Jones, Mary
Jones, Olive
Jones, Roberta
Jones.Ellen
Kaiy
Kellar, Theres
Kemper, Georgeann
Kemper, Louisa
Kendall, Lydia
Kendall, Martha
Kendall, Sarah
Kendle, Martlia
Kendoll, Mary
Kent,
Kidwell, Emily
Kidwell, Jane
Kidwell, Margaret
Kidwell, Polina
Kile, Mary
Kinchloe, Ann
King, Elizabeth
King, Laura
King, M Cassandra
King, Mary
King, Nancy
King, Polly
King, Sallie
King, Sarah
Kinnett, Keoturah
Koegle, Julia
Kyle, Elizsabeth
Lane, Martha
Lane, Mary
Latty, Jane
Law, Letitia
Law, Susan
Lawernce, Mary
Lawson, Elizabaeth
Letherman, George
Lindsey, Lucy
Lindsey, Rebecca
Lly, Elvira
Lockhart, Elizabeth
Loesch, Elisabeth
Logan, Mary
Logan, Mary E
292
295
294
298
299
300
302
713
305
307
1002
308
911
731
311
846
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
791
325
326
327
733
328
329
330
332
789
334
335
337
340
341
343
345
347
348
989
349
752
350
351
352
954
797
830
1849
1838
1852
1824
1850
1878
1813
1849
1874
1842
1843
1848
1848
1790
1843
1846
1819
1877
1774
1841
1855
1875
1834
1799
1856
1818
1830
1874
1839
1852
1848
1840
1820
1778
1810
1842
1868
1854
1795
1836
1836
1823
1833
1874
1826
1846
1855
1807
1784
1848
1836
1858
1849
1841
Aug
Dec
Aug
Jan
July
Nov
Oct
June
Sept
Nov
July
June
Jan
July
Nov
May
Dec
July
Nov
Aug
Feb
Aug
Aug
Aug
July
March
Jan
Oct
May
Aug
July
Aug
Aug
Feb
June
July
July
July
Sept
Dec
Oct
July
Nov
Dec
Jan
Aug
Jan
Aug
April
June
Sept
Aug
Jan
July
1855
1859
1857
1857
1853
1878
1849
1859
1894
1869
1859
1860
1850
1855
1859
1856
1854
1877
1856
1859
1858
1875
1894
1857
1856
1894
1850
1894
1855
1876
1849
1874
1854
1855
1894
1849
1878
1854
1855
1854
1854
1854
1854
1874
1852
1869
1855
1849
1854
1857
1855
1859
1850
1859
6
21
5
33
30
3
6Wks
36
1
20
27
16
12
2
65
16
20
35
Inf
82
18
3
3/12
60
58
1/12
76
20
20
18
24
1-6/12
34
34
77
84
7
10
3/12
60
18
16
31
21
6/12
26
23
lOHrs
--12
70
9
19
1
11/12
18
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
W
W
W
W
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
Mulatto
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Dropsy
Remittent Fever
Scarlet Fever
Scarlet Fever
Consumption
Consumption
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Childbed (Hemorrage)
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Bronchitis
Unknown
Consumption
Unknown
Fitz
Dropsy
Dysentery
Typhoid Fever
Accident/Burned to Death
Entertitis
Paralysis
Cancer
Unknown
Paralysis
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Malarial Fever
Unknown
Typhoid Pneumonia
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Old Age
Typhoid Fever
Fever
Heart Disease
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Consumption
Deranged
Flux
Capillary Bronchitis
Flux
Congestive Chill
Unknown
Flux
Diarrhea
Scarlet Fever
Liver Disease
Teathing & Summer Complaint
Unknown
Consumption
82
Lowden, Lavina
Lynch, Bettie
Lynch, Permelia
Maddox, Elizabeth
Maddox, Emily
Maddox, Rose
Markley, Cato
May, Saloma
May. Sarah
Mayfield, Catherine
Mayfield, Hannah
Mayfield, Virginia
McCary, Eliza
McCay, Emily
McDowel, Mary
McGinity, Mary
Mclntire, Fanny
Mclntire. Mary E
Mclntire, Mary P
Mclntire, Nancy-
McKay, Mary
McMahan, Harriett
McMullin, Hethy
Mead, Arabella
Meek, Sallie
Moflfett, Ellen
Moffett, Mary
Moore, America
Moore, Elizabeth
Moore, Lucinda
Moore, Rosebell
Moreland, Catherine
Moreland, Eliza
Moreland, Mary
Moreland, Mary E
Moreland, Mattie
Moreland, Orpha
Morgan, Cora
Morgan, Malinda
Morgan, Martha
Morgan, Mary
Morrison, Amy
Morton, Fanny
Moseley, Mary Ann
Mullikin, Emily
Mullikias, Infant
Netherland, Matty
Newkirk, Margaret
Nicholson, Matilda
Norvell, Harriett
Norvell, Mary
Norwood, Sharlotte
Oblinger, Lucy
O'Brien, Nancy
Padgett, Nancy
860
358
359
360
361
363
367
370
371
373
788
374
380
377
978
381
383
384
385
386
392
394
396
398
400
405
406
409
410
412
887
415
416
417
418
419
420
422
425
426
427
430
431
434
436
930
925
981
445
447J
762
449
450
748
454
1857
1838
1850
1796
1851
1857
1824
1836
1811
1809
1776
1835
1812
1851
1869
1826
1826
1869
1855
1830
1847
1852
1793
1838
1838
1842
1849
1854
1774
1822
1859
1828
1814
1795
1852
1857
1828
1892
1798
1836
1834
1837
1857
1833
1829
1859
1859
1869
1827
1829
1801
1854
1854
1840
1811
Oct
Sept
Nov
April
Dec
July
Jul
Sept
Oct
(Jet
June
May
Oct
May
Nov
June
Jul
Aug
May
April
March
Dec
April
Nov
May
May
Aug
Oct
March
Jan
Oct
Aug
Oct
Aug
Oct
Sept
Dec
March
June
Sept
July
Sept
Nov
Sept
March
July
April
July
Dec
Aug
April
March
1859
1878
1855
1855
1858
1857
1854
1857
1877
1859
1850
1857
1853
1853
1870
1854
1856
1858
1855
1854
1878
1852
1852
1856
1894
1857
1857
1854
1854
1857
1860
1857
1852
1857
1852
1857
1856
1893
1859
1856
1854
1858
1857
1855
1854
1859
1859
1870
1854
1857
1849
1854
1856
1850
1876
2
40
5
59
7
3/12
30
21
66
50
74
22
41
2
1
28
30
9
2/12
24
31
3/12
59
18
56
15
8
4Days
60
35
3/12
29
36
62
4/12
3/12
28
1-3/12
61
20
20
21
9/12
22
25
4/12
3/12
11/12
27
28
48
4/12
2
10
65
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
W
B
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
B
w
w
w
w
w
B
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Croup
Unlnown
Croup
Typhoid Fever
Dibetous
Unknown
Consumption
Unknown
Fever
Dropsy
Old Age
hydrophobia
Consumption
Diarrhea/Chronic
Brain Inflamation
Dropsey
Pneumonia
[ntermiting Fever
Unknown
Accident/Hung self
Childbirth
Cold
Dropsy
Liver Disease
Consumption
Heat Disease
Heat Disease
Unknown
Lungs Bleeding
Consumption
Pneumonia
Flux
Dropsy
Flux
Diarrhea
Larygitis
Dysentery
Brain Fever
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Unknown
Scrofula
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Found Dead
Dropsy
Bowel Inflamation
Cholera
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Liver Infection
Entertitis
Unknown
Cancer
Palmer, Emily
Palmer, Mary
Parker, Lucy
Peak, Cyntha
Pearce, Amanda
Pecar, Elizabeth
Pennington, Parsey
Perkinson,
Perkinson, Lucy
Perkinson, Martlia
Perkinson, Susannah
Perry, Mary E
Pierce, Rachael
Piles, Lucinda
Piles, Martha
Pittman, Mirtilla Cook
Powell, Amanda
Powell, Elisabeth
Powell, Jane
Preston. Peggy
Prewirt, Martlia
Pruett, Julia
Pryor, Eliza
Quinley, Elizabeth
Quinly, Mary
Quinly, Rachael
Quinn, Isabell
Quinn, Martlia
Ragsdale. Sarah
Railey, Eliza
Raines, Isabella
Reno,
Reno,
Reno, Lucy
Retherford, Pamela
Rice, Malissa
Richmon, Mary
Richmond, Rebecca
Richmond, Sarah
R.oberson, Nancy
P.oberts, "Slave"
Roberts, Dolly
Roberts, Elizabeth
Rose, Lucrecia
Rounder ,Moze 11 a
Rowlett, Permelia
Sample, Addie
Samuels, Harriet
Sander, Elizabeth
Sanders, Lula
Sander, Mollie
Sawmiller, Sophia
Scott,
Scott, Annie
Scott, Julyann
455
939
457
459
897
461
795
467
960
469
471
473
475
481
811
1013
970
891
483
487
488
948
490
913
992
495
496
497
498
499
500
506
507
958
508
832
513
921
514
516
851
518
865
519
521
525
530
983
531
534
529
953
543
539
857
1847
1859
1826
1831
1843
1852
1781
1854
1842
1786
1833
1852
1819
1843
1847
1829
1844
1825
1834
1856
1835
1859
1848
1859
1850
1790
1854
1851
1849
1828
1832
1877
1877
1790
1815
1859
1857
1840
1767
1785
1859
1859
1859
1894
1857
1857
1874
1818
1854
1872
1874
1860
1852
1818
Aug
May
Dec
Feb
Feb
Oct
April
June
Aug
March
May
March
Sept
May
Sept
Sept
May
Jan
Feb
June
July
Dec
Oct
March
Dec
Sept
Sept
Sept
Jan
Nov
July
July
April
Aug
Oct
Oct
Sept
Sept
Aug
Dec
Dec
March
Jan
Sept
June
June
May
Sept
Feb
Aug
March
March
Sept
Nov
1854
1860
1857
1853
1860
1853
1850
1854
1869
1856
1855
1857
1859
1855
1849
1862
1870
1860
1858
,1857
1859
1859
1854
1 1859
1870
1853
1854
1853
1853
1856
1853
1877
1877
1870
1855
1859
1858
1859
1855
1856
1859
1859
1860
1894
1857
1857
1894
1870
1874
1894
1874
1860
1852
1877
1859
7
1
31
22
17
1
69
4 Days
27
70
22
5
40
12
2
33
26
35
22
• 1
24
3/12
6
8/12
20
63
IDay
2
4
28
21
Infl
Inf
80
40
5/12
1
19
88
71
1/12
5Days
11/12
64
3/12
3
20
52
20
22
3
3/12
3Wks
Inf
41
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
W
W
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
W
W
w
B
W
B
B
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B(Slave)
B
W
W
w
w
w
B
W
W
B
W
W
W
W
Diarrhea
Croup
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fevei
Diarrhea
Consumption
Jnknown
Brain Congestion
Consumption
Coasumption
Heart Dropsey
Typhoid Fever
Jnknown
"lux
Social Disease
VIeasles
Dropsy
1-ung Disease
Croop
Consumption
Putrid Sore Throat
jver Disease
Spinal Afflixtion
Child Birth
Palsey
Unknown
Summer Complaint
Croop
Consumption
Consumption
Unknown
Unknown
[nflamatory Rheumatism
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Gastritis
Spasm
Infantile ?
Scarlott Fever
Dropsy
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Scarlet Fever
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Dropsy
Phthisic Pulmonalis
Pneumonia
Cerebral Meningitis
Unknown
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Brain Ihflamation
Typhoid Fever
84
Scott, Lucinda
Scott, Sally
Seamon, John
Shepherd, Pamelia
Singer, Judy
Singer, Mary
Singer, Nancy
Singer, Rachael
Singer, Sarah B
Skidmore, Louisa Cook
Skidmore, Martha
Smith, Dafhey
Smith. Elizabeth
Smith, Malissa
Smith, Mary
Snelling, Gertrude
Snyder, Mary
Spillman, Katie
Spilman, Mary
Stanley,
Stanley. Mary
Staples, Jane
Staples, Judith
Staples, Lucy
Staples, Melvina
Staples, Rosa
Stapp, Catherine
Stapp, Sarah
Staten, Amanda
Staten, Caty
Strain, Eliza
Stronger, Milly
Strother, Jane
Suttles, Nancy
Swift, Jenny
Taylor, Lizzie
Taylor, Mary
Tharp, Sarah
Thomasson, Sarah
Thompson, Arrninla
Toombs, Martha
Toombs, Mary
Toombs, Permelia
Toombs, Sarah
Toombs, Susan
Townsend, Eliza
Trout, Mary
Truner, Tabitha
Tyra, Dena
Underwood, Nancy
Underwood, Nancy E
Vaughters, Elizabeth
Voires, Minnie
Walker, Lucy
Waller, Elizabeth
858
542
545
977
551
552
553
554
555
1015
716
558
559
560
561
823
775
566
816
569
571
814
813
572
573
574
576
575
801
577
587
589
591
594
595
602
786
606
608
609
614
615
869
616
617
618
622
626
628
634
633
737
641
644
645
1842
1858
1850
1829
1838
1782
1851
1839
1828
1836
1834
1751
1852
1844
1785
• 1848
1822
1857
1846
1856
1856
1824
1782
1852
1853
1872
1793
1853
1850
1856
1808
1852
1828
1876
1849
1843
1800
1824
1817
1810
1835
1786
1854
1843
1846
1833
1871
1845
1858
1817
1855
1786
1792
Ocl
Dec
March
March
Feb
Feb
April
Ocl
Sept
March
Feb
Feb
Aug
June
Feb
March
June
March
Aug
March
July
Nov
June
Feb
June
April
March
Sept
April
July
Oct
Aug
July
Aug
Dec
May
June
May
Nov
Dec
March
Nov
April
Aug
Aug
Nov
April
Feb
July
Feb
July
Oct
Jan
May
1859
1858
1857
1870
1859
1855
1859
1858
1858
1878
1850
1856
1854
1854
1853
1850
1849
1894
1849
1856
1857
1849
1850
1853
1875
1874
1858
1859
1850
1854
1857
1853
1853
1858
1878
1878
1850
1858
1852
1857
1855
1855
1860
1854
1855
1852
1878
1878
1894
1854
1878
1849
1856
1856
1876
17
5/12
7
41
21
73
8
17
30
41
16
105
2
10
68
2
27
37
3
3Days
11/12
25
68
10/12
22
1-6/12
65
6
2/12
1
45
1
30
2/12
29
7
52
33
38
45
25
68
9/12
9
32
45
23
9
20
32
11/12
70
84
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
W
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Accident/Scalded
Measles
bronchitis
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Stroke of Apoplexy
Fever
Old Age
3elerium Tremens
Liver Disease
Typhoid Fever
Croup
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Unknown
Fits
Diarreaha
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Phthistis Pulmonalis
Phthisis Pulmonasis
Ersiples
Croop
Brain Inflamation
Cholera
Typhoid Fever
Yellow Fever
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Consumption
Pneumonia
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Appoplexy
Consumption
Dropsy
Convulsions
Dropsy
Cholic
Unknown
Accident/Burned to death
Unknown
Consumption
Suicide/Drowning
Accident/Burned to death
Consumption
F Feaver
Cholera Infantism
Unknown
Old Age
85
Wardlow, Sarah
Waters, Mary
Webb, Alice
Webster, Alza
Welsh, EmaJine
Welsh, Lucy
Wheeler, Mary
White, Mary
Whittaker, Elizan
Williams, Amanda
Williams, Elisha
Williams, Emily
Williams, Martha
Williams. Mary
Williams, Sarah
Willis, Elizabeth
Wilson, Agnes
Wilson, Elizabeth
Wimon, Ursley
Wise, Hettie
Wise, Jessie
Wise. Katherine
Wise, Melissa
Wise, Sarah
Wood, Sarah
Woolfolk, Mary
Woolford, Hannah
Wright,
Wright,
Wright, E J
Wright, Fannie
Wright, Mary
Wright Miranda Cook
Wright, Nancy
Wyman,Lotta
Yager, Sarah
Yeager, Elizabeth
Yeager, Lula
Yeager, Nancy
Yeagerm, Zerelda
Young, Elly
Young, Jane
Young, Lucy
Young, Sally
"Abraham"
"Charley"
"Churchill"
"Columbus"
"Dick"
"Edward"
"Francis"
"George"
"George"
"Henderson"
"Janes"
776
647
649
973
655
804
659
663
881
664
665
666
669
670
957
965
674
675
676
677
678
785
679
680
684
686
726
687
688
712
690
893
1014
883
696
697
699
701
783
903
706
708
710
711
728
844
818
717
735
820
773
715
766
842
778
1794
1854
1845
1769
1874
1848
1835
1878
1820
1851
1815
1851
1878
1839
1840
1822
1836
1830
1774
1877
1875
1809
1855
1805
1847
1856
1794
1854
1857
1833
1855
1794
1832
1842
1814
1830
1801
1875
1775
1824
1823
1819
1784
1844
1815
1859
1822
1850
1764
1849
1849
1848
1846
1827
1849
Jan
Dec
Oct
Nov
Feb
Aug
June
July
Jan
Sept
July
Sept
April
Aug
Nov
Oct
Oct
Oct
March
Dec
Jan
July
Oct
March
Aug
Sept
Dec
Nov
Sept
Oct
April
Nov
Feb
Dec
May
Oct
Dec
Feb
March
Sept
Feb
Aug
Aug
June
Feb
June
Sept
Oct
March
July
May
Feb
Dec
April
1850
1857
1854
1869
1864
1849
1855
1894
1860
1853
1878
1855
1878
1878
1859
1869
1853
1854
1856
1878
1894
1849
1878
1875
1876
1856
1849
1854
1857
1849
1876
1859
1879
1859
1854
1853
1857
1876
1850
1860
1859
1853
1852
1859
1850
1860
1850
1850
1849
1850
1849
1850
1850
1859
1850
56
3
9
100
20
10/12
20
1-4/12
40
2
61
4
6Days
39
19
47
17
24
82
1
19
40
23
70
29
lODays
55
7/12
2Days
16
21
65
47
17
40
23
56
1
75
36
36
34
68
15
35
2
28
6/12
85
6/12
1/12
1-6/12
4
32
9/12
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
B
B
B(Slave)
Mulatto(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B (Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
Typhoid Fever
inlargement of Womb
Typhoid Fever
Old Age
Scrofula
Colic/Cramp
htermiting Fever
3rain Fever
Colic
jUng Disease (fever)
Accident
Jronketus
Jnknown
Jnknown
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
VIeasles
Consumption
^feuralga
3rain Dropsy
Spinal Trouble
Jnknown
Consumption
Consumption
Vlalarial Fever
Jnknown
Pleurisy
Pneumonia
Jnknown
Tetanus
Accident/Hung self
Consumption
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Liver Disease
Bronketus
Apoplexy
Unknown
Old Age
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Rheumatism
Typhoid Fever
F F Feaver
Typhoid Fever
Cholera
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Old Age
Unknown
Unknown
Cold
Ricketts
Unknown
Accident/Burned
86
"Preston"
"Robert"
"Spencer"
"Tomy"
Abbott, Absalom
Abbott, Bryant
Abbott, Elijah
Abbott, George
Abbott, James
Abbott, James
Abbott. Joseph
Abbott, Joseph Allen
Adams, Jamison
Arrison, John
Ashby. Newton
Athey.Bantley
Bain, "Blackman"
Bain, Charles
Bain, Jams
Bain, Joseph
Baker, Robert
Ball, Benj
Ball, Oliver
Ball, Omer
Bare, Henry
Bare, Henry
Barkley, Benj
Barnes, Nathan
Bams, Thomas
Barr, William
Barringer, Isaac
Barringer, Wesly
Bates, John
Beach, George
Been,
Bell,
Bell, Samuel
Berry, William
Bibb, Geo
Black, Thomas
Boswell,
Boswell, Buchanan
Boswell, John F
Boswell, John 0
Boswell, Larry
Boswell, William
Boyd, Adam
Bray, Joseph
Brent, D
Brewer, James
Brewer, Zac
Bri dwell
Broad,James
Bryan, William
Bryant, John
800
767
779
817
1
L 2
3
1
976
808
5
6
9
140
20
21
906
993
25
967
984
29
31
32
34
35
36
38
750
849
42
43
49
50
51
52
54
55
56
986
65
60
62
63
64
66
71
74
77
78
79
81
83
929
969
1848
1849
1780
1774
1818
1857
1844
1856
1868
1774
1772
1857
1830
1765
1855
1857
1839
1796
1874
1865
1869
1802
1850
1852
1839
1859
1820
1824
1849
1840
1827
1798
1814
1837
1857
1857
1785
1849
1852
1819
1855
1858
1854
1855
1858
1771
1824
1830
1848
1845
1825
1859
1834
1812
1817
Oct
Feb
April
Nov
Aug
Oct
Dec
Oct
Dec
March
Nov
June
Aug
May
Nov
March
Feb
Oct
June
March
Oct
Sept
Oct
July
Aug
May
Dec
May
June
Aug
Oct
Feb
Sept
Feb
July
July
July
Aug
Nov
March
March
July
Nov
March
Aug
Sept
June
Aug
Oct
March
Dec
Sept
Nov
July
1849
1850
1850
1849
1856
1857
1894
1856
1869
1849
1855
1858
1855
1849
1856
1859
1860
1870
1894
1870
1870
1857
1858
1858
1859
1859
1857
1878
1850
1860
1854
1856
1854
1875
1857
1857
1854
1856
1852
1869
1855
1858
1854
1878
1858
1854
1894
1878
1877
1858
1875
1859
1878
1859
1869
9/J2
2/12
70
75
38
18days
50
2
1
75
83
11/12
25
84
11/12
2
21
74
20
5
1
55
8
6
20
lday
37
54
6/12
20
27
58
40
38
2/12
1/12
69
7/12
1/12
50
lday
2
1/12
23
2
63
70
48
29
11
50
2days
44
47
52
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
W
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B(Slave)
W
B
B
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Dysentery
Unknown
Old Age
Accident/Scalded
Delerium Tremens
Entertitis
Dropsy
Fever
Cholera
Gravel
Unknown
Fevers
Consumption
Old Age
Accident/Scalded
Sore Throat
Pneumonia
Pneumonia
Brain Fever
Intermiting Fever
Croup
Unknown
Dysentery
Dysentery
Suicide/Shot self
Typhoid Fever
Congestive Chills
Unknown
Unknown
Accident/Wound from a musket shot
Accident/Drowned
Hepatitis
Suicide/Hung himself
Consumption
Croup
Convultions
Cholera
Cholera Infantism
Diarhea
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Scarlett Fever
Congestive Chills
Consumption
Scarlet Fever
Unknown
Bladder Disease
Bronchitis
Fever
Dysentery
Consumption
Unknown
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
87
Bryant, William
Buchanan, John
Burks, John
Burton, Francis B
Burton, Peter
Burton, Peter
Butler, Darcus
Butler, Henry
Butlre. William
Callis, Thomas E
Calvert, Benjamin
Calvert, Greenbury
Calvert, John
Caplinger, William
Cayton, Walter
Chalfant, Nathan
Chandler, E E
Chandler, E H
Chandler, Elijah
Chandler, Erasmus
Chandler, Thomas
Chatham, Thomas
Clem, William
Colbert, Jeremiah
Conner, Theophilus
Cook, Charles B
Coopr, William
Crafton, Elisa
Crafton, Thomas
Crafton, William
Craig, George
Cull, James
Dean, Ollie
Devine, Richard
Dowell, John
Duggins, Goolsby
Duggias, James
Duggias, Thomas
Duncan,
Duncan, George
Duncan, John
Ellis, William
Everling, Charles
Everling, John
Everling, Lewis
Ewing,
Ewing, Ambrose (twin)
Ewing, Christopher
Ewing, Davis F
Ewing, Iry
Ewing, Simpson (twin)
Fallis, James
Farley, Evamont
Farley, John
Farley, John E
87
89
91
99
839
100
102
104
108
110
111
861
862
115
120
996
121
122
819
859
743
940
931
987
758
1011
950
915
125
126
952
127
131
132
806
798
963
134
139
137
138
827
148
149
150
156
151
802
153
155
157
882
962
867
163
1811
1821
1799
1854
1819
1817
1852
1832
1757
1845
1876
1823
1852
1819
1874
1796
1894
1820
1849
1858
1806
1771
1825
1829
1849
1794
1843
1799
1776
1830
1857
1876
1875
1850
1836
1849
1814
1837
1854
1847
1854
1771
1856
1856
1854
1855
1843
1849
1868
1875
1843
1803
1851
1837
1822
Nov
April
April
May
Oct
Sept
Aug
Jul
July
Aug
March
July
Aug
Sept
Aug
Aug
Aug
May
Sept
July
Aug
Nov
Dec
Dec
Aug
May
May
Jan
June
June
March
Aug
Nov
Feb
March
June
Oct
May
Sept
March
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
April
Dec
Dec
June
Sept
Dec
Sept
March
July
Nov
1859
1894
1853
1855
1859
1859
1853
1854
1854
1877
1877
1859
1859
1854
1894
1869
1894
1894
1849
1859
1849
1859
1859
1869
1849
1861
1860
1860
1857
1854
1860
1876
1875
1852
1850
1850
1869
1875
1854
1858
1856
1849
1856
1856
1856
1855
1853
1849
1878
1877
1853
1859
1870
1859
1858
48
73
54
8/12
40
42
1
22
97
32
1
36
7
35
20
73
5/12
74
12Days
11/12
43
88
34
40
6/12
67
17
61
81
24
3
7/12
9/12
1-6/12
14
11/12
55
38
14Days
11
2
78
lday
lday
2
5Days
10
10/12
10
2
10
56
19
22
36
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Tyhpoid Fever
Kidney Trouble
Accident/Drowned
Unknown
Bowel Inflamation
Intermiting Fever
Unknown
Cholera
Cholera
Consumption
Accident/Choked (Hickory Nut)
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Yellow Thrash
Dropsy
Bowel Inflamation
Consumption
Heart Trouble
Jaundice
Unknown
Measles
Erisipeles
Typhoid Fever
Intemperaance
Brain Inflamation
Apoplectic Stroke
Putrid Sore Throat
Unknown
Unknown
Consumption
Scarlott Fever
Cronic Disentery
Cerebro Spinal Meningitis
Strangulation/Bean
Unknown
Unknown
Coasumption
Phthisis Pulmonasis
Disease of Throat
Lung Fever
Dysentery
Unknown
Malformation
Malformation
Dysentery
Tetanus
Pneumonia
Unknown
Heart Disease
Flux
Pneumonia
Typhoid Fever
Pneumonia
Typhoid Fever
Bowel Inflamation
Farley, Joseph
Farley, William
Fams, W C
Faulkner, James
Faulkner, John
Fields, James
Fisher, George
Fisher, James
Fix, Jacob
Fix, John
Fix, William
Floumoy, Ben
Floyd, George
Floyd, John
Floyd, Thomas
Ford, James
Foree. William
Foree,John
Fox,
Frost,
Gardner, Martin
Garrett. Thomas
Garriott. Daniel
Garriott, Henderson
Garriott. James
Garriott Jim
Garriott, John
Garriott Joseph
Garriott, Thornton
Gatewood, James
Gatewood. Nathan
Gatewood, Reubin
Gay, James
Gettings, James
Gettings, William
Gillispie, Herman
Gillispie, James
Givens, Daniel
Givens, Hugh
Givens, Jesse
Givens, Natty
Glover, David
Godbey, William
Goode, Leslie
Gossom, John
Gossom, John K
Gossom, Thomas
Gossom, William
Grats, Nicholas
Gray, Joseph
Grimer, Phillip
Hackett, Jesse
Hall, male
Hall, male
Hammell, James
159
162
164
730
754
796
868
, 718
167
168
723
729
173
997
175
880
180
176
182
184
185
189
111
193
194
196
197
198
202
204
205
510
207
208
111
210
209
211
212
213
216
218
980
1010
223
224
226
227
228
231
955
999
918
919
241
1802
1878
1822
1801
1821
1847
1859
1848
1853
1855
1848
1848
1772
1868
1854
1850
1835
1847
1857
1854
1853
1841
1790
1827
1853
1802
1850
1894
1856
1857
1854
1774
1780
1842
1849
1892
1853
1820
1859
1850
1853
1850
1868
1873
1782
1852
1850
1827
1850
1859
1868
1839
1841
1859
March
June
May
Dec
Dec
July
Feb
Apri 1
Sept
(Jet
March
Dec
Oct
Oct
Dec
Aug
Nov
June
May
Jan
Aug
March
Oct
Nov
July
July
Oct
Jan
Aug
Nov
Oct
Nov
April
Jan
Sept
April
May
Aug
Nov
Sept
May
July
Sept
March
Nov
Sept
June
July
April
Aug
Oct
Sept
Sept
Sept
1855
1878
1894
1849
1849
1849
1860
1850
1853
1859
1850
1849
1852
1869
1854
1859
1855
1856
1857
1855
1854
1854
1850
1859
1854
1854
1854
1894
1858
1858
1854
1852
1854
1853
1849
1894
1853
1854
1859
1852
1859
1852
1869
1893
1857
1853
1853
1854
1894
1854
1859
1869
1859
1859
1859
53
3Wks
72
48
28
2
3/12
2
9/12
4
1-6/12
1-6/12
80
1
1
9
20
9
lday
4days
1
13
60
32
1
52
4
0
2
1
7/12
78
74
11/12
9/12
1-6/12
3/12
34
4/12
2
8
2
11/12
20
75
1
4
67
4
1/12
1
20
18
3Wks
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
B
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
B
w
M
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
W
Pneumonia
Unknown
Complication of Disease
Diarhosa
Consumption
Cholera
Unknown
Burned
Lunglnflamation
Croop
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Croop
Dropsy
Pneumonia
Unknown
Scarlott Fever
Diarrhea
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Congestive Fever
Typhoid Fever
Fever
Dropsy of Heart
Flux
Chlorea
Flux
Born Dead
Accident/Poison
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Croup
Dropsy
Pleurisy
Erysipilas
Measles
Lung Trouble
Cold
Typhoid Fever
Pneumonia
Cold
Brain Fever
Diarrhea
Bowel Inflamation
Consumption
Hemorrage
Typhoid Fever
Diarrhea
Typhoid Fever
Complication ol Disease
Consumption
Unknown
Brain Inflamation
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
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Hammell, William
Harmon, William H
Hayes, Elmer
Hays, James
Hedge, Benjamine
Heitis, George
Helmic, Nicholas
Hicks, George
Hill, George
Hill, Robert
Hitch, Joseph
Holcomb, William
Holstein, William
Holtsclaw, Elijah
Holtsclaw, Thomas
Hood, John
Hood, Richard
Hood, William
Hood, Willie
Hougland, James
HufE James
Hull,
Hundley, Ransom
Hunt, Thomas
Hyatt,
Hyatt, Ruben
Ingles, John
Ingles, Thomas
Jackson, Charles
Jackson, Henry
Jackson, Joel
Jefferies, Nahaniel
Jefferies, Thomas
Jeffs, James
Jelt Harvey
Jenkins, John
Jenkins, Richard
Johnson, Kitturah
Jones, Clarance
Jones, Lycurgus
Kaye, Samuel
Keiper, Charles
Kent, MB
Kincade, Ed
King, Robert
King, William
Kyle, Charles
Lancaster, James
Landfear, Oliver
Lane, Benjamine
Lane, Henry
Lane, Lewis
Lasson, Dearborn
Laity, Tomas
Law, Shelby
949
244
246
247
243
742
250
254
255
257
258
972
261
262
264
959
266
267
268
270
272
111
968
982
282
283
994
284
285
288
831
293
296
812
297
889
990
303
304
306
309
310
720
324
331
790
336
782
825
338
907
339
342
344
346
1860
1834
1893
1781
1825
1849
1791
1829
1844
1779
1825
1849
1854
1763
1808
1867
1816
1826
1872
1847
1810
1856
1784
1868
1857
1845
1838
1844
1845
1803
1804
1794
1795
1848
1859
1848
1800
1883
1842
1857
1877
1820
1875
1801
1847
1849
1846
1850
1831
1842
1829
1833
1824
1852
Sept
July
Jan
Oct
Fc-b
Feb
Aug
July
Oct
Sept
Aug
Nov
Nov
Oct
Feb
May
April
Dec
Sept
March
Feb
Aug
May
Feb
Aug
Jan
Aug
Feb
May
May
May
Feb
July
Aug
Sept
Jan
April
Nov
March
July
June
March
April
Aug
Aug
Sept
Dec
Sept
June
Nov
Feb
Oct
Dec
July
Dec
1860
1859
1894
1855
1875
1850
1854
1857
1852
1856
1855
1869
1854
1853
1853
1870
1858
1859
1894
1857
1853
1856
1870
1870
1857
1859
1869
1858
1853
1859
1860
1852
1852
1849
1870
1860
1870
1857
1894
1859
1894
1878
1850
1877
1854
1849
1852
1849
1850
1855
1860
1853
1859
1854
1874
1/12
25
7/2
74
50
9/12
63
28
8
77
30
20
9/12
90
45
3
42
33
22
10
43
3/12
86
2
6/12
14
31
1-2/12
8
56
56
58
57
10/12
Inf
1/12
22
57
11
17
37
1
30
2
53
2
3
3
5/12
24
18
24
26
30
22
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M j
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Scrofula
Typhoid Fever
Pneumonia
Pneumonia
Typhoid Fever
Brain Inflamalion
Consumption
Dropsy
Consumption
Consumption
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
Flux
Old Age
Unknown
Typhoid Fever
R.umatism
Consumption
Consumption
Cephalitis
Fit/Intoxication
Hepatitis
Diabetes
Bronchitis
Chlorea
Sore Throat
Measles
Accident/Scalded
Head Disease
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Coas-umption
Flax
Chlorea
Typhoid Fever
Scrofulous (soft brain)
Pleurisy
Died in Infancy
Typhoid Fever
Brain Trouble
Worms
Consumption
Fever
Flux
Typhoid Fever
Bowel Complaint
Unknown
Spinal Afflixtion
Lung Disease
Brain Disease
LungsDisease(Bleeding)
Typhoid Fever
Chlorea
Capillary Bronchitis
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Letherman, George
Loakhart, Willaim
Logan, Joseph
Long, James
Louden, Edward
Louden, Stephen
Louden, William
Lj'kins, Harvey
Lynch, Infant
Maddox, Richard
Maddox, Sherley
Maddox, William
Mahorney, Pinkney
Markley, John
Martin, John
Mascoe, John
Maxwell, Simon
May, C A
Mayfield, Albert
Mayfield, William
Mays, Lewis
McCarty, Thompson
McChord, Michael
McClure, William
McCord, Hary
McCoy, Frederick
McGee, Wickliffe
McGlocklin, Jesse
Mclntire, Edward
Mclntire, Thomas
Mclntire, William H
McKay
McKay, Alexander
McLaughlin, James
McMahon,
McVey, Willie
Mead, William
Miles, JD
Miller, Charles
Mitchell, Francis
Mitchell, Francisco
Monroe, George
Monroe, Jacob
Monrow, James
Montgomery, William
Moore, Ephrem
Moore, William H.
Moreland, B J
Moreland, G F
Moreland, Walter
Morgan, Henry
Morgan, Henry
Morgan, William
Morr, Absalom
Morton, Joseph
923
353
979
770
354
355
356
357
914
362
364
365
366
995
898
824
368
369
372
375
753
376
378
682
378
821
768
382
853
387
389
390
391
393
395
397
399
401
402
403
404
815
407
408
833
411
413
414
719
421
423
424
428
429
432
1844
1841
1807
1840
1857
1839
1803
1856
1860
1828
1817
17S7
1838
1788
1828
1843
1829
1808
1832
1851
1773
1830
1805
1810
1873
1848
1829
1834
1859
1855
1848
1852
1831
1789
1859
1853
1787
1826
1837
1853
1849
1849
1846
1834
1858
1840
1860
1842
1800
1793
1829
1825
1856
1855
July
July
vlay
Aug
Nov
May
Oct
Nov
Feb
July
June
June
Dec
Jan
Aug
July
April
Sept
Oct
Jan
Jan
April
Aug
May
Jan
July
May
May
Oct
Jul
Oct
April
Aug
Sept
Jul
Sept
Jul
Sept
Jul
Sept
Jul
Feb
Oct
Oct
April
April
Sept
Dec
July
Feb
Feb
June
April
Oct
May
1859
1854
1870
1849
1858
1858
1859
1856
1860
1858
1852
1855
1859
1870
1859
1849
1894
1877
1859
1855
1850
1878
1854
1877
1878
1849
1850
1854
1859
1856
1855
1852
1856
1875
1859
1875
1854
1894
1878
1857
1854
1850
1857
1857
1860
1858
1859
1893
1849
1855
1856
1853
1879
1878
1855
15
13
63
9
1
19
56
9/12
IDay
30
35
68
21
82
31
6
65
69
27
4
77
48
49
67
9/12
21
20
1/12
1
7
3Days
25
86
3Days
1-10/12
67
68
Inf
20
11/12
1
8
11
26
3/12
19
33
55
63
•ti
54
22
1/12
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
"yphoid Fever
Sun Stroke
'neumonia
7lux
Croup
Jnknown
Dropsy
Diarrhea
Unknown
?ever (bilious)
Consumption
Dropsy
Typhoid Fever
Paralysis
Typhoid Fever
Cholera
'heumonia
"ever
Dropsy
Scarlet Fever
Old Age
leart Disease
3rain /Tnflamation
leart Disease
Laryngitis
Cholera
Measles
Accident/Drowned
Unknown
Dysentery'
Laryngitis
Unknown
Accident/Shot
Dysentery
Brain Inflamation
Chlorea Infantism
Chlorea
Paralysis
Cholera Infantism
Heart Enlarged
Spine Disease
Croup
Flux
Flux
Consumption
Accident/Suffocated
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Flux
Unknown
Consumption
Lung Fever
Paralysis
Typhoid Fever
Scrofula
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Moseley, James
Mosly, John
Mount, A B
Mullikin, George
Mullin, Perry
Murphy, Geo
Muse, Charles
Neugent, Conway
Newkirk, J G
Nicholson. Edmund
Nicholson, James
Norvell, Albert
Norvell, James
Oliver J>eter
Overton, Mosses
Padgett, James
Palmer, Daniel
Palmer, Emily
Palmer, James
Parker.William
Pearce.WN
Peek, James
Peek, James F
Pendelton, Henry F
Penell.ME
Penn, Henry
Perkinson, Adolphus
Perkinson, John D
Perkinson, Perry
Perkinson, William J
Perry, Henry
Pierce, Henry
Pierce, Wesley
Pierce, WillaimH
Pierce, William H
Piles, Clarence
Piles, Presley
Powell, William
Powell, Wyatt
Preston,
Preston, John
Pruett, J Allen
Pry or,
Pryor, Jack
Pyles, David
Quinly, James
Quinly, John
Quinly, Joseph
Rains, William
Ransdale, Abbott
Rawlston, Olllie
Ray, George
Redden, Henry
Reno, Charles
Reno, Harry
433
739
435
437
438
439
998
440
441
443
444
446
448
451
452
453
938
453
456
458
895
463
464
465
792
829
466
468
470
472
945
474
476
477
479
480
482
749
484
485
486
724
489
491
492
493
751
494
501
502
503
781
725
504
505
1834
1848
1852
1897
1817
1809
1864
1802
1823
1819
1873
1835
1783
1845
1810
1860
1810
1808
1857
1832
1802
1822
1805
1848
1799
1828
1824
1875
1856
1807
1843
1819
1835
1857
1877
1833
1830
1826
1857
1848
1835
1843
1790
1803
1851
1821
1814
1851
1854
1873
1802
1850
1781
1878
Dec
Oct
June
May
March
Nov
July
Feb
Nov
July
Aug
Oct
June
July
July
April
April
May
Sept
Aug
June
Oct
Nov
Aug
July
June
April
Jan
Nov
Aug
April
July
Aug
April
July
July
May
Sept
Aug
Jan
March
Nov
Sept
March
Oct
April
March
Oct
Nov
Oct
May
April
Sept
Nov
1856
1849
1876
1857
1855
1876
1869
1859
1878
1854
1854
1877
1858
1857
1875
,1876
1860
1876
1857
1859
1859
1852
1852
1855
1849
1859
1855
1855
1894
,1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1857
1878
1855
1850
1878
1857
1857
1850
1853
1858
1894
1859
1850
1854
1854
1857
1878
1850
1850
1857
1878
22
1-4/12
24
60
38
67
5
57
55
35
4
23
74
30
66
9Days
66
49
2
27
50
30
50
1
60
27
31
19
3
52
16
19
24
3/12
10/12
22
20
52
5Days
9
15
10
68
91
8
29
40
3
3
5
48
1/12
76
lODays
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
w
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Typhoid Fever
Feaver
Pneumonia
Palsey
Dyspepsia
Palsey
Hep. Disease
Cancer
Consumption
Kikexsey??
Cholera
Fever
Consumption
Heart Dropsey
Phthisis Pulmonasis
Bowel Congestion
Unknown
Bowel Congestion
Pneumonia
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Dyspepsia
Flux
Heart & Liver
Consumption
Consumption
Unknown
Croop
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Scarlet Fever
Cholera Infantism
Typhoid Fever
Measles
Consumption
Unknown
Brain Inflamation
Measles
Lockjaw
Brain Inflamation
Old Age
Typhoid Fever
Fits
Pneumonia
Intermiting Fever
Scarlet Fever
Sore Throat
Consumption
Unknown
Dropsy
Unknown
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Retherford, William
Richard, Sharlott
Richardson, J W
Richmond, Andrew
Richmond, Valentine
Robbins, John
Roberson, William
Roberts, "Slave"
Roberts, Henry
Roseberry, William
Rowland, William
Rowlett,
Rowlett,
Rowlett, Francis
Rowlett, Ray
RowlettZachariah
Rutherford, William
Sanders, Robert
Sarlles, L P
Scal£ Edward
Scott,
Scott Aaron
Scott, Daniel
Scott, William
Scroggins, Sophia
Sibley, Catherine
Sibley, John
Sidebottom, Issac
Simmons, James
Simmons, William
Singer, W J
Skidmore, James
Smith, Thomas
Smith, William
Snyder, George
Spillman, Ezekial
Spillman, Willman
Stanley,
Stanley, Corbin
Staten, Joseph
Staten, William
Staton, Francis
Staton, James
Staton, John
Stewart, George
Stivers, Reuben
Stone, Lemuel
Strobmeyer, Henry
Strother, Irvine
Suddeth, George
Sullivan, John
Sullivan, William
Tague, Stephen
Tague, Victor
Tandy, Adam
509
511
512
920
755
515
517
850
864
520
714
522
524
523
526
527
528
536
537
538
541
966
540
991
544
546
547
548
549
550
556
557
562
563
564
565
567
570
568
892
579
580
581
582
583
584
586
588
590
592
593
922
596
597
598
1828
1858
1838
1 833
1801
1795
1836
1860
1855
1859
1849
1858
1854
1876
1894
1854
1856
1819
1827
1887
1854
1840
1850
1787
1858
1836
1798
1792
1852
1830
1864
1831
1813
1850
1850
1800
1830
1856
1811
1811
1815
1857
1789
1849
1820
1783
1871
1820
1856
1853
1820
1856
1814
1894
1853
Jan
Aug
Dec
Sept
Aug
July
Nov
April
March
Jan
April
July
Dec
June
Nov
Dec
Jan
April
July
Dec
Oct
June
March
June
Feb
April
Dec
Dec
Dec
March
July
May
Aug
March
April
Oct
May
March
Jan
Dec
Sept
Sept
Feb
Oct
June
July
June
Feb
Dec
Sept
Dec
June
Aug
Jan
April
1855
1859
1878
1859
1849
1855
1854
1860
1860
1859
1850
1858
1854
1876
1894
1854
1856
1875
1894
1893
1854
1870
1852
1870
1876
1857
1877
1857
1852
1852
1894
1856
1854
1858
1857
1878
1852
1856
1894
1859
1859
1857
1856
1857
1855
1856
1877
1894
1856
1854
1877
1860
1876
1894
1857
27
1
40
26
48
60
18
1/12
5
39
6/12
IDay
2
8/12
9
26
56
67
6
1/12
30
2
83
20
21
79
65
lWk
22
30
25
41
8
7
78
22
14Days
83
48
44
8/12
67
8
35
73j
6
74
9/12
1
57
4
62
11/12
4
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
Mulatto
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
Typhoid Fever
Worms
White Swelling
Typhoid Fever
Fever
Sun Stroke
Typhoid Fever
Spasm
Scarlott Fever
Intemperance
Brain Congestion
Unknown
Unknown
Brain Fever
Dropsy
Flux
Unknown
Tyhpoid Pneumonitis
Paralysis
Scarlet Fever
Consumption
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Hemiplegia
Unknown
Erysipolus
Heart Disease
Accidental
Unknown
Pneumonia
Suicide/Hanging
Accident/Drowned
Diarreaha
Scarlet Fever
Pneumonia
Accident/Fall from Horse
Typhoid Fever
Unknown
Old Age
Accident/Fall from horse
Typhoid Fever
Scarlet Fever
Cystitis
Unknown
Bowel Disease
Remittent Fever
Brain Inflamation
Dropped Dead
Cholera Jniantism
Typhoid Fever
Lockjaw
Unknown
Fever
Spinal Meningitis
Scarlet Fever
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Tandy, Daniel
Tandy, Luther
Taylor, Alanzo
Taylor, M L
Teague, J N
Teague, Lodusky
Teague, William
Thomasson, Charles
Thompson, John
Tilly, George
Tilly, William
Toombs, George
Townsend, William
Trout, BF
Trout, John
Truelove, James
Trya, William
Tucker, James
Tulman, Charles
Turner, Claude
Turner, Willliam
Tyre, Henry
Underwood,
Varble,
Varble, David
Varble, Homer
Vest, George
Vest John
Voiers, Charles
Voires, Ed
Walter, Moton
Webb, Charles
Webb, Thomas
Webb, William
Wells, Ransom
Welsh, David
V/elty, Charles
Wentworth, Burlo
West, Ed
West, Hery
Wheelr, Francis
Wheler, Elias
Whitaker, James
White, Jeremiah
Whorton, James
Wiggington, Sidney
Williams, John A
Williams, Elijah
Williams, John P
Williams, Nathaniel
Williams, William
Williams, William
Wise, William
Wood, Briley
Wright, Edward
599
600
601
722
605
603
604
607
610
611
612
613
619
620
621
623
630
624
761
625
627
631
632
637
635
636
638
639
640
642
646
650
651
652
656
654
964
769
657
658
661
660
662
760
734
1005
668
985
667
671
672
673
681
683
689
1813
1851
1878
1849
1852
1814
1829
1838
1818
1808
1799
1815
1773
1845
1851
1831
1844
1845
1847
1854
1855
1811
1855
1875
1876
1871
1846
1856
1874
1856
1858
1847
1833
1768
1853
1791
1869
1837
1875
1873
1844
1799
1876
1819
1781
1794
1840
1869
1821
1804
1819
1793
1830
1890
1864
Dec
April
March
May
July
Nov
June
Nov
Oct
July
Dec
Dec
Aug
Jan
April
Oct
March
March
June
Jan
Jan
Nov
Dec
July
Aug
July
Dec
June
Dec
March
Oct
Nov
Oct
June
Dec
June
Aug
March
Jan
Sept
MAy
May
Nov
July
Jan
Nov
Oct
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Feb
May
March
1856
1857
1878
1850
1894
1853
1855
1858
1857
1856
1859
1853
1853
1878
1852
1853
1894
1878
1850
1855
1858
1874
1855
1875
1876
1877
1857
1877
1877
1874
1859
1854
1855
1858
1854
1856
1870
1850
1877
1877
1858
1857
1877
1849
1849
1870
1856
1869
1857
1856
1855
1853
1855
1894
1876
43
6
5Wks
9/12
42
39
26
20
39
48
80
38
80
33
8/12
21
50
33
2-6/12
5/12
3
63
14Days
3/12
Inf
6
11
21
3
18
4/12
7
22
90
11/12
65
1
13
2
4
14
56
8/12
30
68
76
16
8/12,
36
52
36
60
25
4
12
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
B
W
W
w
w
w
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Consumption
Scarlet Fever
Scarlet Fever
Flux
Cancer
Childbed
Typhoid Fever
Typhoid Fever
Heart/Enlarged
Remittent Fever
Rheumatism
Liver/Inflamation
Bowel Disease
Typhoid Fever
Consumption
Consumption
Paralysis
Consumption
Measles
Brain Inflamation
Convulsions
Carcinoma
Jaundice
Phrenitis Nephritis
Summer Complaint
Fever
Unknown
Brain Fever
Fever
Hemia(Strangulated)
Bold Hives
Typhoid Fever
Pneumonia
Old Age
Unknown
Appoplexy
Brain Inflamation
Flux
Fever
Fever
Unknown
Unknown
Brain Fever
Absess
Unknown
Pneumonia
Accident/Burnt
Brain Inflamation
Consumption
Accident
Convulsions
Fall from team of runaway horses
Accident/Drowned
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Measles
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Wright, James
Wright, James B
Wright, John
Wright, John
Wright, John N
Yager, Thomas
Y arbor, Thomas
Yeager,
Yeager, Jacob
Yeager, Samuel
Young, Andrew
Young, James
Y'oung, John
Young's, "Blackman"
"Infant"
Alexander,
Barnes, Infant
Brent,
Carico, Z
Erwin's servant
Fore, "Slave"
Foree,
Gams.
Givens, "Slave"
Greenwood,
Hopwood,
Hutchinson,
Kelly, "Infant"
King, twins
Mahorney Infant
Moreland's servant
Newkirk, "Child"
Newton,
Peak,
Pecar,
Sanders,
Sanders,
Sanders,
Shepherd, Infant
Stockdale, Cordie
Tyra,
Voires,
Weeks,
Woods,
Yeager,
691
692
732
693
695
688
807
702
700
704
705
707
709
912
845
14
866
76
116
936
852
181
203
879
234
269
280
888
333
871
935
904
442
460
462
532
533
535
941
585
629
643
653
685
703
1842
1875
1800
1847
1852
1847
1836
1856
1837
1872
1849
1789
1855
1799
1860
1894
1859
1852
1847
1852
1858
1836
1894
1858
1878
1868
1860
1852
1860
1827
1859
1852
1876
1851
1848
1850
1894
1859
1875
1894
1876
1852
1894
1874
Aug
Sept
May
Jan
Jan
Sept
March
Aug
June
Aug
July
Feb
July
Nov
March
Sept
Aug
Sept
Aug
Feb
Aug
July
Oct
Aug
Dec
July
May
Jan
May
March
Jan
Jan
Nov
Nov
March
Oct
Feb
Aug
June
Feb
July
May
Aug
Oct
1852
1876
1850
1854
1853
1853
1850
1856
1875
1874
1859
1854
1856
1859
1860
1894
1859
1852
1876
1860
1859
1852
1894
1859
1876
1878
1878
1860
1852
1860
1860
1860
1852
1876
1852
1852
1852
1894
1859
1894
1894
1876
1852
1894
1874
10
1
50
TDays
7/12
6
14
19Days
38
2
10
65
11/12
60
1/12
7days
1/12
4days
29
8
9/12
16
0
1
Inf
2/12
10
IDay
3Wks
IDay
33
5/12
2days
Inf
1-2/12
4
2
5Days
8/12
19
0
Inf
5Days
0
20Days
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
B
B(Slave)
B(Slave)
W
W
W
W
W
B(Slave)
W
W
Mulatto(Slave)
W
W
W
B(Slave)
B
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
7ever
Scrofula
Accident/ Drowned
Spine Disease
Cold
Jing disease
Sudden
Jnknown
Jnknown
'hrenitas
Typhoid Fever
3ronketus
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Colic
Jnknown
Died in Infancy
Unknown
Unknown
Remittent Fever
Scarlott Fever
Croop
Typhoid Fever
3orn Dead
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Unknown
Unknown
Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Dropsy
Croup
Fits
Unknown
'Whooping Cough (Hooping)
Scarlet Fever
Unknown
Died in Infancy
Scrofula
Consumption
Bron Dead
Unknown
Premature Birth
Bora Dead
Pneumonia
Source: Mortality Schedule From 1850, 1860, 1870 Federal Census; Vital Statistics 1852-1859; 1874-
1878; 1893-1894.
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APPENDIX B
Cemeteries of Trimble County, Kentucky
Indexed from the Trimble County Cemetery Book
Published by Trimble County, Kentucky Historical Society, 1997
NAME
Abbott Cemetery
Alexander Cemetery
LOCATION
Louis Garriott Farm
Farm owned by Harold "Skeeter" Long adjoining Sprague KY
Farm S. of Milton, KY
3. Alexander Cemetery Bell Ridge Road
4. Bain Cemetery Carlisle Road at George's Creek
5. Barnes-Perkinson Cemetery (Old Melvin Burying Ground)
Henry Jackson Farm, New Hope Road
6. Bedford I.O.O.F. Bedford, KY
7. Bell Cemetery Bell Ridge Road
8. Bell And Miles Cemetery State Road 1226
9. Bethel Methodist Cemetery Northeast quadrant of Trimble County
10. Branch Cemetery Morton Ridge Road on Henry Wheeler Farm
11. Brent-Calvert Cemetery in Providence
12. Burrows Cemetery (nee Bald Hill Cemetery in Obituaries)
Southern Trimble County under Henry County water tower
Near Tandy Farms
West of Bedford, KY
Joe Ogden Farm
By the Kerney Bell Barn on Abbott Farm
Near Patton's Creek
Old Bedford-Sulphur Road, south of historic Pierce Place
Across from Bailey on 421
South End of Bedford on Bobby Moore Property
"Ole Cook Place", now owned by Mr. & Mrs. Terry Rose
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Burnett Cemetery
Callis-Stone Cemetery
Chalfant Cemetery
Chowning Cemetery
Clifford Cemetery
Coleman Cemetery
Coleman Cemetery
Coleman Cemetery
Cook Cemetery
22. Corn Creek Baptist Church Cemetery
23. Craig-Onstott-Gill Cemetery
24. Cull Cemetery
25. Cull Cemetery
26. Dehoney Cemetery
27. Fallis-Jefrries Cemetery
28. Fearn Cemetery
29. Fisher Cemetery
30. Fix Farm Cemetery
31. Floyd Cemetery on Liter Farm
32. Foree Cemetery
33. Gammon Cemetery
34 Garrett Cemetery on Hackney Lane
35. Gatewood And Yeager Cemetery
36. Gardner Grave
37. Gardner-Gray Cemetery
38 Giddens Cemetery
39. Hall Family Cemetery
40. Harley Graveyard
41. Holmes-Hawkins Cemetery
42. Holsclaw-Richmond Cemetery
43. Jenkins Cemetery
Gill Ridge Road
Cecil Harmon's Farm on Cull's Ridge Road
Carroll Co., KY Vi mile from Cull Cemetery on Harmon's
Farm
Bobby True's Farm
South of Bedford on Martin Farm
1 mile east of Milton
On waters of Barebone Creek, Bedford, KY
South of Wise's Landing - on the Ohio River
Liberty Ridge Road
2 V2 miles SW of Bedford on Bray Ridge Road
On land known as the old Lehue Farm in Bedford, KY
Fairgrounds Road
Thurston Ashby Farm Peck's Pike
Sprague Farm, 1 mile south of Milton, KY
Edgar Kennedy Farm
Cecil Staples Farm - 2 Vi miles N of Bedford
Farm owned by Tom Golden
Bud Staples Farm, S of Bedford
Tilford McKay's farm in Mt. Carmel community
Hwys55&316
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44. Hoskins CLiff Cemetery
45. Kent-Staples Cemetery
46. Johnson Cemetery
47. Kent-Simpson Cemetery
48. Lane Cemetery
49. Latty Cemetery
50. Leatherman Cemetery
51. Lee Cemetery
52 Lehue Cemetery
53. Lindsay Cemetery
54. Logan Cemetery
55 Long Cemetery
56. Luckett Cemetery
57. Richard Luhn Farm Cemetery
58. Lutheran Cemetery
59. Macedonia Church Cemetery
60. Mahoney Cemetery
61. Markley Cemetery
62. McDowell Burying Ground Location
63. Mclntire Cemetery
64. Moffett Cemetery
65. Monroe Cemetery
66. Montgomery Cemetery
67. Moreland Cemetery
68 Morgan Cemetery
69. Morton Cemetery
70. Morton Cemetery on Morton Ridge
71. One Morgan Stone
72. Mt Carmel Methodist Church Cemetery (nee Pleasant View in earlier years)
Unknown location
Mount Pleasant United Methodist Church Cemetery
Morton Ridge
Mickey Turner Farm on Bud Staples Lane
James Woods farm, 2 'A miles N of Bedford
Raymond Powell Farm in Morton Ridge
Floyd Green Farm
US 42, 5.7 miles E of 421
Kendall Road
On hill above George's Creek off Providence
Unknown location
David Clem Farm
Bob Hoskin's farm
Kings Ridge Road
Kendall Ridge at the Carroll/Trimble line
Unknown location
Hunter's Bottom in Carroll County, KY E of Milton
Wise's Landing
Mr. Pleasant Road
Dallas Ogden Farm in Carmel community
Drane Farm
Unknown location
Milton, KY
Carmel neighborhood
Patton's Creek
Hampton Farm
Patton's Creek
Morton Ridge Road
Old Morton Farm
In field SW of Bray Road & US 42
73
74. Mount Tabor Cemetery
75. Penn Cemetery
76. Pierce Cemetery
77. Providence Cemetery
78 Pruiett Cemetery
79. Pruitt/Pruiett Cemetery
80. Pryor Cemetery
81. Ralston Cemetery
82. Reno-Orr Cemetery
83. Richardson Cemetery
84. Sidebottom-Tharp Cemetery
85. Schramme Cemetery
86. Spillman Cemetery
87. Staten and Garriott Cemetery
88. Thomasson Cemetery
89. Vest Cemetery
90. Waller Cemetery
91. Webb Cemetery
92. Webb Cemetery
93. Welch Cemetery
94. Wheeler Cemetery
95. Williams Cemetery
Road 625
Kings Ridge Road & State Road 1226
James Nuss Farm
Sylvia Craig Clifford's farm
Louden Farm in Providence community
Colman Sibley's Farm
Martini Lane, E of Bedford
Fletcher Hudson's Farm
Morton Ridge on former Ginn Farm
Ewing's Ford
LG&E at Wise's Landing
Off Hwy. 55 toward Mill Creek
Unknown location
King's Ridge Road
Martini farm
Property formerly known as Howard Staples Farm
Beyond the Wheeler Cemetery on McNabb Farm
Town of Bedford
Colman Sibley's Farm
Noah Pinnell Farm
John Richard's property
McNabb Farm on Patton's Creek
Kenneth Williams Farm, Providence Area
97
96. Wilson Cemetery Carmel neighborhood
97. Judge Wright Cemetery Kendall Ridge
98. Wright Burying Ground Fairgrounds Road at Bedford
99. Wright Cemetery Robinson Farm
100. Wright Cemetery Patton's Creek
101 Young Cemetery Jackson Farm
102. Unnamed Cemeteries I.OOF West Side
103. Unnamed Cemeteries Ginn Road off Abbott Lane
104. Unnamed Cemeteries Former Howard Staples Farm
105.Unnamed Cemeteries Bedford-Milton Road on Corn Creek
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APPENDIX C
Landings
Abbott's Landing
Adam's Landing
Bell's Landing
Burkhardt's Landing
Caufield's Landing
Cooper's Place Landing
Corn Creek Landing
Farley's Landing
Foresch's Landing
Garriott's Landing
Halloway Landing
Holderfield's Landing
Hotfield Landing
Houston's Landing
Jackson's Landing
Jobson's Landing
Lee's Landing
Milton at Tiber Creek's Landing
Milton Ferry at Broadway Creek's
Landing
Jobson's Landing
Moreland Creek Landing
Morgan's Landing
The Narrow's Landing
Page's Landing
Payne's Landing
Pendelton's Landing
Preston Hollow's Landing
Raker's Landing
Ralston's Landing
Richardson's Landing
Richwood Distillery's Landing
Shimfessel's Landing
Spring Creek Landing
Thieman's Landing
Watson's Landing
Wickliffe's Landing
Wildwood's Landing
Willis's Landing
Wise's Landing
Riverboats
City of Louisville
City of Cincinnati
John W. Hubbard
Helen Gould
Hattie Brown
Dove
Hanover
Revonah
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APPENDIX D
Trimble County Schools
Antioch School Milton School
Ashby School Milton Negro School
Baltimore School Moreland School
Barebone School Morton School
Barnes School Mt. Pleasant School
Bedford Grade MtTabor School
Bedford Public Muddy Branch School
Bedford Negro School New Hope School
Bethel School Norfolk School
Branch School Pierce School
Buck Creek School Pleasant Retreat School
Callis School Pleasant View School
Carmel School Poplar Ridge School
Catnip School Powell Valley
Corn Creek School Preston Plantation School
Craig School Providence School
Fairview School Science Hollow School
Gatewood School Strother School
Hardy School Sycamore Valley
Hickory Grove School Three Springs School
Jackson School Totten School
Kennedy Trimble County High
Liberty School Vail / Monitor School
Middle Creek School Wilson School
Millers Branch
LEGEND
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AREA OF TRIMBLE COUNTY. KY.. 158.OO SO. MILES
published maps, scaled 1 inch to the
mile, are now available for all counties adjoining
Trimble as follows: geographic, Carroll, Henry, and
Oldham. Areal geological maps in standard colors,
like this Trimble County map, Carroll and Oldham. A
new Geological map of Kentucky, scale 1:500,000, ia '
cow in course of distribution.
For maps and reports address: The Director, Kentucky .
Geological Survey, Frankfort, Ky.
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Figure 12. Distribution of Cause of Death
' in Trimble County, Kentucky 1849-1894.
Source: Compiled by author.
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COLUMNAR SECTION FOR
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byW.H.Shideler.
|w| Character of Formations.
Clay, sand and grave!.
Chert and clay, residual.
Massive magnesian limestones.
Tnegrained Is.andblue calcareous sh.
Crystalline li'mestone^inktoyellow
Thick bedded.fine grained
magnesfan ii'mestones.
Blue calcareous shales
and thin limestones. l
...... . Blue calcareous shales
11113901 and thin limestones with
some thick bedded lime-
stones.
Blue calcareous shales
and thin limestones.
Lumpy shales and uneven limestones
Bedded blue clay shales
imestones. . .
Shaly limestones composed of
masses o f fossil shells, etc.'
Even bedded limestones with
thin interbedded shales. -!
Even bedded shales and Ii'mestones
Blue calcareous shales and thin
limestones.
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